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Welcome to another issue of The Green Pennant Special,
the official publication of The Omnibus Society of
America.
Through this publication we hope to keep our readers
informed of events happening in the transit industry in
Chicago and other cities in the United States.
Visit the Omnibus Society of America website at
••www.osabus.com ", At osabus.com we will be posting
upcoming fan trips and meetings information, as well as
membership information.
Please visit our site when you have a chance and give us
your opinions and comments.

•

NOVEMBER MEETING

The November meeting of the Omnibus Society of
America will be held on November 2, 2007, in the
Anderson Pavilion of Swedish Covenant Hospital, 2751
W. Winona Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. The meeting will
start at 7:30 pm.
program for the evening will be a slide presentation by
John LeBeau.
The hospital is on California near Foster. Winona is one
half-block south of Foster. By public transportation, take
the 92 Foster to California. From the Ravenswood Brown
Line, take the 93 North California from Kimball, get off
after it turns onto California from Foster and walk back
south. Or, take the 11 Lincoln from Western; get off at
Carmen (One block south of Foster) and walk west on
Winona.
There is some parking on California and Winona. The
parking structure is on the west side of California just
south of Foster.
ELECTION NOTICE
It is that time of year again for our members to think about
the upcoming election for Director's of OSA.
There will be one Director's position to be filled this
election, that of Ludwig Schuerle. Ludwig has decided not
to run for reelection.
It any member wishes to run for Director of OSA please
let any Director know your wishes to be nominated at the
N ~ber
meeting.
_' r

The ballots will be mailed out with the December issue of
The Green Pennant Special.

MACOMB-GALESBURG

TRIP

The Chicago land Historical Bus Museum sponsored
excursion to the cities of Macomb and Galesburg that was
scheduled to run on Saturday, September 27 has been
rescheduled to Saturday, November 3.
Tentative plans are still to leave Aurora at 8:00am. Take
the 0630 BNSF train from Union Station which arrives in
Aurora at 0745.
No fare has been finalized. However, all attendees must be
a member of CHBM for insurance purposes. Further
information should be forthcoming at the November OSA
meeting.

MTA blames vending machines for

25-cent fare hike plan
BY PETE DONOHUE
DAILY NEWS STAFF WRITER
Wednesday, September 26th 2007,2:19

PM

Jisele Lazo, of Queens, was outraged by the possibility
that the MT A may raise the fare by 25 cents to
accommodate its vending machines
The MT A can't nickel-and-dime straphangers - but it has
no problem taking their quarters.
The Metropolitan Transportation Authority acknowledged
yesterday that one BIG reason it wants a 25-cent bus and
subway hike is because its vending machines can dispense
only dollar coins and quarters.
MTA spokesman Jeremy Soffin defended the increase as
fair and said upping it by a nickel or dime wouldn't be
enough.
"The limitations of technology would make a $2.10 fare
extremely costly to implement and would provide a much
poorer quality of service," Soffin said,

(Cont on page 2)

Out-of-service machines would result in longer lines at

(Cont from page 1)

token booths, he said, estimating the added costs to be
Transit advocates and straphangers said the public is

millions of dollars.

getting shortchanged - again.
The MTA, and independent fiscal watchdogs agree, says
"It's not acceptable for them to say, 'The machines are

it faces a fiscal crisis with budget deficits well north of

making us do it,'" said Gene Russianoff ofthe

$1 billion starting to hit in 2009. It must raise fares next

Straphangers Campaign. "What are they going to [do] if

year to get back on sound fmancial ground.

next time they think there should be a 35-cent hike?
MT A CEO Elliot Sander, appearing at an NYC Transit

Round it off to 50 cents and make us pay?"

award ceremony for transit workers yesterday, said he
Riders weren't buying it.

knows a fare hike will be a burden for riders. He said
NYC Transit needs the money to keep the system safe

"It's an outrage," said Anthony Thompson, a Queens

and reliable.

engineer. "Our money is being spent because of a
hardware defect?"

pdonohue@nydailynews.com

Recruiter Jisele Lazo, 22, of Queens, said: "It stinks.

OCTOBER 11, 2007, 12:07 PM

Why don't they just leave it at $2? Why are they making
it easier for the machines? There are far more commuters

The Turbine on the Bus Goes

than machines."

Purr Purr Purr
By WILLIAM NEUMAN

Bethann Miale, a video artist from Brooklyn, suspected
the authority was making a "scapegoat" out of the
equipment. "Jt's ridiculous. They really just want to raise
the fare."
Soffin said smaller change would mean longer lines and
riders being saddled with pockets full of silver.
He said the size of the fare hike was not unreasonable
because the $2 base fair had remained steady since 2003.
A 25-centjump

would amount to a "cost-of-living"

increase for the system, Soffin said.

The DesignLine hybrid bus out and about in the city
on a test run. (Photo: Librado Romero/The New
York Times)

A rider buying a single-ride ticket priced at $2.10 with a
$5 bill would be carting away] I quarters and three
nickels, or 58 nickels, he pointed out.

Shhhh! People are riding here!

The machines also would likely run out of change more

If you happen to get on a new hybrid bus that the

quickly, have to be filled more often and likely need

Metropolitan Transportation Authority is testing on 42nd

more frequent maintenance, he said.

Street this week, you may be tempted to shush your
fellow passengers, as though the bus were a library.
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It's that quiet.

electric hybrid that's on a two-month-long trial run up
and down 42nd Street.

Ib,e bus may pun softly, but it looks a bit like the dog in
.ie Poky Little Puppy." It has a rounded snout, dark
patches around the headlights and rear view mirrors that
look like floppy ears hanging in front. It also has large
windows, plush seats and is a little skinnier than the
typical New York City bus.
But the real difference is in how the bus runs. The city's
other hybrid buses run like hybrid cars. They run off
battery power some of the time and diesel or (in the case
of many cars) gas engines at other times. And the
braking action helps charge the batteries.
The test bus is different in that it runs on battery power

As the bus took its inaugural rush-hour run yesterday,

all the time. It has a diesel el!jine, but that is used only

giddy straphangers waiting in the rain in Turtle Bay for

to charge the battery, although the bus also uses the

the crosstown journey piled in like school kids on a field

brakes for that purpose. The diesel engine is different

trip. "Oh, it feels like I'm going to the airport," said one

too. h is a turbine engine, similar to ajet engine. But
much quieter.

man as he climbed aboard with his wife.
Indeed, the newest addition to the MT A's fleet does feel
like it's about to drop riders off at the Rent-a-Car lot.

Jerry Higgins, the director of new bus technology for
~'York

With clean, blue cloth seats, silver poles without straps,

City Transit said the manufacturer predicts

arid big tinted windows, the bus promises all the

the bus will get about seven miles per gallon, which is

comforts New Yorkers have come not to expect on
public transportation.

about double the fuel efficiency of the transportation
authority'S current hybrid bus fleet.
The bus will be tested here for two months and if the
authority likes what it sees, it may consider placing an
order. The bus is made by DesignLine International
Holdings of New Zealand. The company is building a
manufacturing plant in North Carolina.
New York City Transit currently owns about 4,400
buses. Of those, about 600 are diesel electric hybrids.

Bus of the future has
maiden voyage
By David Freedlander, amNewYork Staff Writer
dfreedlander@am-ny.com

I

October 12, 2007

(Photo by Joe Caronetti)

"COlJ1eon in, it still takes your money," the bus driver

The bus is on a 60-day test run throughout the city. If all
goes well, the MT A plans on purchasing a bunch of
them. It gets eight to 10 miles per gallon on its hybrid
electric turbine engine. And without all that gas-powered

sa. '~esterday to confused would-be riders staring
dumbfounded at the MTA's latest rollout, a 35-foot-long
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churning of most buses, its pin-drop quiet too. Quiet
enough in fact to amplify every other cell phone
conversation being had on the bus. And quiet enough to
hear the ear- rattling rap music pouring out of another
rider's headphones.

sunglasses from the rear of the bus. "There's no buzzer
back here. What we supposed to do, just yell at the
driver?"
"This isjust a prototype," Vilarelle explains. "If we
decide we want to buy more of them they will come
fully outfitted."

"This is the maiden voyage," explained Gene Vilarelle in
a thick, homegrown accent. He's been assigned by the
MT A to ride up and down 42nd Street every day for the
next couple of weeks to gauge rider reaction. "I'm the
maitre d'. Who'd like some drinks?"

"But Ineed to get off on now! Where's Fifth Avenue?"
Her high heels catch on the stairs as she stumbles out
after missing her stop.
Vilarelle shrugs. "New Yorkers are used to things a
certain way, J guess. They really don't like change."

Posted on Sat, Sep. 22, 2007 10:15 PM

Seattle offers hope on
transit vote
On a recent trip to Seattle, Mayor Mark Furikhouser
heard some encouraging news that could help solve
Kansas City's light-rail dilemma:
Voters can change their minds and make necessary
revisions when problems occur with transit plans.
Seattle voters in ] 997 approved an extensive monorail
system, then funded it through a 2002 election. When
revenues came in lower than expected - and costs kept
rising - Seattle's mayor and other top city officials
challenged monorail supporters to get another vote of
public confidence.

(Photo by Joe Caronetti)
The ride of the future, though, still moves at a horse-andbuggy pace because of traffic, testing the straphangers'
typical New York patience.

Voters in 2005 killed the project by a 2-1 margin. Now,
Seattle is proceeding with building a light-rail system
and increasing its bus and streetcar routes.

"Your average speed on 42nd Street is 7 mph," Vilarelle
said. "If we hit all the lights you'd really see this thing
pun."

Funkhouser smiled last week when he heard the wrap-up
about the monorail project, provided by a Seattle transit
official to 120 Kansas City area civic leaders. They were
looking for good ideas from the Puget Sound to bring
borne.

Riders piled on, getting up to make room for the old or
infirm.
At 98 inches across, the bus is narrower than the rest of
the MT A fleet.

In Kansas City, voters in 2006 approved a light-rail plan
drawn up by Clay Chastain. But Funkhouser and many
others who strongly support mass transit oppose the
Chastain proposal because it has many insurmountable
problems. It would be far costlier than advertised, and
too grandiose to complete.

"There's no room to put your legs," said Joan Cuomo,
84. "A lot of tourists take the bus. Where are they
supposed to put their bags?"
The windows are penthouse-sized, but tinted, making it
difficult to see out, and the back windows are covered
completely with the logo of the New Zealand based
company that manufactured it.

The mayor supports an election next February on an
initiative petition effort to overturn the Chastain
proposal.

"How am I supposed to get off," yells a middle-aged
blonde haired woman with a Burberry scarf and Prada
4

Still, Funkhouser and the City Council recognize they
can't just be against something designed to improve
transit and promote economic development. They
~entually have to give voters something to be jor, such
~';'a sensible, cost-effective light-rail plan.

The Area Transportation Authority, consultants and a
citizen's task force are working on such a proposal for
an expected election in 2008. It's likely to occur just
months after voters decide the Chastain issue.
In the end, voters need to have the opportunity to make
the final call on how to pursue light rail in Kansas City.
The biggest challenge for transit officials is to give them
a better plan than the one they endorsed in 2006.

The Area Transportation Authority, consultants and a
citizen's task force are working on such a proposal for
an expected election in 2008. It's likely to occur just
months after voters decide the Chastain issue.

Riders give EmX thumbs up

In the end, voters need to have the opportunity to make
the final call on how to pursue light rail in Kansas City.
The biggest challenge for transit officials is to give them
a better plan than the one they endorsed in 2006.

A survey shows most passengers like the new buses

By Jeff Wright
The Register-Guard
Published: Friday, September 28, 2007

On a recent trip to Seattle, Mayor Mark Funkhouser
heard some encouraging news that could help solve
Kansas City's light-rail dilemma:

A newly released survey suggests that most passengers
on the Lane Transit District's EmX Bus Rapid Transit
line are happy travelers, and they may include a growing
number of riders who are opting for the bus even though
they own a car.

Voters can change their mi~s and make necessary
revisions when problems occur with transit plans.
Seattle voters in 1997 approved an extensive monorail
system, then funded it through a 2002 election. When
revenues came in lower than expected - and costs kept
rising - Seattle's mayor and other top city officials
challenged monorail supporters to get another vote of
....--l:>lic
confidence.

A majority of riders also say the EmX is faster than the
previous Route 11 service that ferried them between
downtown Eugene and downtown Springfield, according
to survey results. But some riders have lingering
concerns about quality of service, driver performance
and the accommodation of bicycles on the ErnX, the
survey found.

Voters in 2005 killed the project by a 2-1 margin. Now,
Seattle is proceeding with building a light-rail system
and increasing its bus and streetcar routes.

The analysis compares the responses of 1,283 riders on
the old Route 11 in November with those of 1,833 EmX
riders in May. Route 11 now carries LTD riders only
between downtown Springfield and Thurston to the east.

Funkhouser smiled last week when he heard the wrap-up
about the monorail project, provided by a Seattle transit
official to 120 Kansas City area civic leaders. They were
looking for good ideas from the Puget Sound to bring
home.

The survey was conducted by the National Bus Rapid
Transit Institute in Florida and underwritten by the
Federal Transit Authority.

In Kansas City, voters in 2006 approved a light-rail plan
drawn up by Clay Chastain. But Funkhouser and many
others who strongly support mass transit oppose the
Chastain proposal because it has many insurmountable
problems. It would be far costlier than advertised, and
too grandiose to complete.

LTD spokesman Andy Vobora said transit officials are
only beginning to scrutinize the findings, "But there
seems to be a lot of really positive things about what
people are feeling about the service and how it's
working," he said.

The mayor supports an election next February on an
initiative petition effort to overturn the Chastain
proposal.

The EmX debuted Jan. 14 and easily surpassed the old
Route 11's mark of 2,667 daily average weekday riders.
EmX daily ridership reached 5,064 in May, then fell to
4,333 during the summer months when university and
K-12 students were out of school. The resumption of
school this month is expected to push the ridership
figures back up above 5,000, Vobora said.

Still, Funkhouser and the City Council recognize they
can't just be against something designed to improve
transit and promote economic development. They
{ .tually have to give voters something to be jor, such
as a sensible, cost-effective light-rail plan.
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Unlike the former Route 11 standard bus, the 60-footlong EmX buses travel 60 percent of their four-mile trek
in bus-only lanes.

EmX also may be attracting more "leisure riders" - those
who said they boarded the bus to visit friends or family
or for recreational pursuits, to avoid traffic or because
they considered it more convenient than other ways of .
getting around.

Four ofthe diesel-electric hybrids ply the route along
Franklin Boulevard at any given time, aiming to reach
each of eight bus stops every 10 minutes.

Regarding travel times, more than 60 percent said EmX
is faster than previous LTD service between the
downtowns. However, Route 11 users in east Springfield
- who now face an extra bus transfer because of EmX are less enthusiastic: 40 percent say EmX is faster, 30
percent say there's no difference and another 30 percent
say EmX is actually slower in getting them to their final
destination.

The EmX typically requires 16 minutes to get from one
downtown to the other.
Most EmX riders appear satisfied with the service - four
in five rate it as "good" or "very good."
In response to open-ended questions, many said they
particularly like how the doors on the EmX can open
from either side, and the fact that the EmX service is
free.

Local residents' affection for their bikes - 7 percent of all
EmX riders pedal to their bus stop - is one area of
concern. When respondents were asked to offer any
additional comments about EmX, 13 percent said EmX
needs to find a better way to secure bikes or should
consider adding exterior bike racks.

The typical rider uses EmX five days a week, consistent
with the finding that studenss and workers make up the
largest customer bases.

The EmX buses accommodate up to three bicycles,
whose owners are expected to stand next to them.

University of Oregon student Micaela Kaiser, for
example, said she relies on the service twice a day for
part of her journey between campus and her residence
along Coburg Road.

Often, however, riders lean their bikes against a wall and
then take seats on the bus, leaving the bikes unattended
and susceptible to crashing around, Vobora said.

"I really like EmX because it's quick and it comes very
often," she said Thursday at the Dad's Gate Station next
to the VO.

LTD has ordered stabilizing front-tire racks for use
inside all of the EmX buses and is looking at other
strategies for making the bikes more secure, Vobora
said.

Colin Kiley, a VO sophomore from Junction City, said
he relies on EmX to run errands, such as his trip
Thursday to his bank in downtown Eugene. Kiley said
he's not surprised by the recent survey's mostly upbeat
appraisal of EmX.

Another idea is to erect more secure bike storage areas at
the two EmX terminals, so that round-trip riders will feel
more comfortable leaving their bikes there, he said.

"It's just speedy and convenient, and it's usually not full
since they go all the time," he said.

The EmX buses are not designed to allow for bike racks
on the exterior, he said.

"I really haven't heard any complaints about it; it's just a
great tool to get around Eugene."

Nearly 23 percent of respondents said EmX needs better
service - presumably, longer operational hours or more
frequent service - and 10 percent voiced dissatisfaction
with drivers: leaving stops before everyone can board,
driving too fast or jerkily, failing to control rowdy
passengers or otherwise enforcing bus rules.

Most EmX users - nearly 58 percent - are what are
known as "captive riders": They don't own or have
access to a private car.
But some survey answers suggest that EmX may also be
attracting coveted "choice riders" - those who do own a
car but nonetheless opt to take the bus.

Vobora said some dissatisfaction may be related to the
fact that EmX drivers are physically more removed from
riders than are drivers on regular LTD buses, where
passengers board at the front of the bus.

For example, nearly 15 percent ofEmX riders said they
used to cover the same route by private vehicle.

"If people perceive that the drivers don't care, that's not
accurate," Vobora said. "EmX isjust a different kind of
service where drivers are not able to interact with
passengers. "

The survey also found a 4 percent increase in ErnX
riders, compared with Route 11 riders, who said they
were new to riding the bus.
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whether he want to be here," Mr. Reilly joked, after
introducing Mr. Buchanan during the meeting

RTA cites projected shortfall for 2008

eTA, Metra unveil plans for fare hikes,
service cuts
By Jon Hilkevitch and Rich Wronski I Tribune staff

.,:.qmin's) - The Chicago Transit Authority, Metra and
_.ce's combined operating budget shortfall is projected
at $408 million for next year without any new funding
from Springfield legislators.

reporters

That's about 20% of the three transit agencies' combined
operating budgets and nearly double the operating deficit
in 2007, said Joe Costello, chief financial officer for the
Regional Transportation Authority, which oversees
the three agencies' finances.

3:24 PM eDT, October 12,2007

The Chicago Transit Authority plans to eliminate 43
more bus routes and hike fares to as high as $3.25 per
ride in January under the 2008 "doomsday" budget
announced today.
And the reason behind CTA's funding crunch, a lack of
state help, is taking its toll on Metra, too. Officials for
the commuter rail line made their own announcement
today that riders could face a 20 percent fare hike -double what had been previously predicted - as well as
service reductions on some lines in February.

Thursday morning's RTA board meeting marked the first
time the projected budget shortfall number for 2008 has
been stated publicly.
The CTA, Metra and Pace would be forced to implement
"severe" service cuts and fare increases to climb out of
the budget hole, Mr. Costelld said after the meeting.

On the CTA, regular cash fares would increase from the
current $2 rate to $2.50 on Nov. 4. As of Jan:6, that
would go up again to $2.75. The cash fare would top out
at $3.25 on trains during peak travel periods.

"People are going to have to rethink how they get to
work" absent more state funding, he said.
The RTA has for months advocated a funding plan that it
estimates would provide it an additional $435 million a
'-""'!ir,but RTA Chairman Jim Reilly acknowledged there
_nn't been much progress in Springfield in passing the
plan. The additional funding would come from higher
sales taxes in the six-county Northeastern Illinois region
and higher real estate transfer taxes in Chicago. Gov.
Rod Blagojevich has repeatedly vowed to reject any
sales tax increase, making the plan's chances of success
seemingly
questionable at best.

Users of electronic Chicago Cards would also pay more.
The current $1.75 fare would go up to $2 in November-then jump again to $2.25 for bus riders and $2.50 for
peak-period train riders on Jan. 6.
Riders who use the regular transit cards would see fares
jump to $2 for bus service and $2.50 for rail in
November, then $2.25 for bus and $2.75 for rail in
January. In November, the peak rail fare would increase
to $3, then to $3.25 in January.
Thirty-day passes, now $75, would increase to $84 in
November, then $94 in January.

Plans by the CT A and Pace to cut service and raise fares
were postponed last month when the RTA approved an
11th-hour proposal from Mr. Blagojevich on an advance
on 2008 state subsidies. However, Nov. 4 looms as the
date when service cuts and fare increases would take
effect without additional funding.

Senior citizens and students would not face any fare
increases.
The January round of proposed cuts, combined with
those already announced for next month, would also
mean the elimination of more than half the CT A's bus
routes.

Separately, the RTA announced a new board member, its
13th. James Buchanan, business manager of Pipe Fitters
Local Union 597 since 200 I, has joined the agency's
board.

If that happened, the agency expects that its daily
ridership would drop by about 250,000, to about l.Jf
million.

Mr. Buchanan was appointed by Chicago Mayor Richard
M. Daley. He takes over what had been an open seat on
the board most recently held by Thomas Reece, who
'"'\t
(
r last year, according to a statement from the RTA.

The elimination of 43 bus routes in January-announced
today by CT A President Ron Huberman-would
come
on top ofthe 39 bus routes to be cut effective Nov. 4.

.~

"If we don't get any more funding, Jim's going to rethink
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summer.

If both those rounds of cuts took place, that would leave
the CT A with only 72 bus routes. It currently has 154
bus routes.

But the Senate has not voted on the sales tax proposal.
Instead, its leadership has focused on reaching a
compromise on a capital bill for highways, mass transit,
school construction and other infrastructure. Under the
plan, mass transit funding would be considered later.

During a news conference at CT A headquarters,
Huberman said the beleaguered agency did not plan to
reduce rail service for January beyond the possible
suspension of Purple LinelEvanston Express trains in
November.

But the deadline clock is ticking, with CT A and Pace
customers facing uncertainties about their travel options
starting in about three weeks -- if lawmakers fail to make
progress on funding.

In addition, Huberman said the CT A would layoff
nearly 1,800 employees in January. That would be in
addition to the approximately 620 CTA employees
already notified of layoffs effective in November.

ihilkevitch@tribune.comrwronski@tribune.com

Those combined layoffs represent about 22 percent of
the CT A work force of about 11,000.

PACE
The Pace Board of Directors approved the proposed
2008 budget for public hearing at its October meeting
Wednesday. Due to the lack of an adequate Iong-term
funding solution from the state legislature the proposed
budget calls for devastating service cuts and fare
increases that are estimated to cause nearly 11 million
fewer rides on Pace service in 2008.

The likelihood of the CTA contingency plan actually
having to being implemented has increased because of a
lingering stalemate in the Illinois legislature over how to
fund Chicago-area mass transit as well as road and
bridge repairs statewide.
Metra Executive Director Phil Pagano said today that
without additional funding from Springfield, the
commuter rail line will be forced to adopt a 2008 budget
next month with increased fares as well as other actions.

The elimination of all service after 7:00 pm, dozens of
fixed bus routes, and higher fares for bus, paratransit anr
dial-a-ride customers are all part of the proposed budget.
The service cuts and fare increases are the direct result
of a $32.9 million shortfall on the suburban service
budget, and a $17 million shortfall for regional
paratransit service. "The failure to pass legislation to
bring about new funding for mass transit in our region
severely impacts our passengers and the region itself,"
said Pace Board Chairman Richard Kwasneski. "We've
done what we could do over the past several years to run
a tight ship and make the funding issue known to
lawmakers, but to date there has been no resolution and
we're out of options."

There is "no doubt" there will be fare increases of 10 to
20 percent, Pagano said. He had previously warned of
fare hikes of about only 10 percent.
Metra's board of directors will consider a menu of
options at a special meeting Oct. 24.
Its last fare increase was 5 percent in February 2006.
Metra riders might also see weekend service cut back, or
reductions on low-ridership lines or on ones where
passengers have the best option to take a different line,
officials said.

The contingency plan outlined in the budget calls for
another round of fare increases and service cuts in 2008
in addition to what is planned for November and
December, 2007- the elimination of all Metra Feeder and
shuttle service, a fare hike on local fixed routes, ADA
Paratransit service, and the Taxi Access Program (TAP)
in Chicago, a reduction in the ADA paratransit service
area to the minimum allowable levels according to
federal law, and to no longer accept any CT A passes
except for the Pace/CTA 30 day pass. On or about
January 1, passengers will also face the following:

Friday's warnings are the most specific ones yet coming
from Metra as a result of budget deficits facing the
region's three transit agencies.
Metra has gotten by so far by diverting its capital funds
into operating needs, a total of $60 million in 2007.
The CT A, Metra and Pace had been counting on the
General Assembly to fill a $226 million shortfall in their
2007 budgets. Legislation that would increase the sales
tax imposed by the Regional Transportation Authority in
the six-county region failed to pass in a House vote this

•
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All fixed route and local Dial-A-Ride will rise to
$2.00

•

,.

and provide comment. The Pace Board of Directors will
review all commentary received prior to its decision to
adopt the budget in November and send it to the RTA
Board for final approval. The list of 13 public hearings is
attached. Route eliminations per the contingency plan
are available in Appendix G of the full budget document,
available for download at www.pacebus.com.

All weekend service will potentially be
eliminated.
24 fixed routes will be eliminated either in their
entirety or the weekend service component.

•

All evening service after 7pm will potentially be
eliminated.

•

All ADA paratransit fares - city and suburban will increase to $4.00.

•

TAP fares increase to $6.50

Southwest suburbs want weekend
Metra service
October 14, 2007
By Nathaniel Zimmer,

Staff writer

Pushing Metra to add weekend service on the Southwest
line was one of the first things Larry Deetjen said he
wanted to do after he took over as Oak Lawn village
manager in July.

Originally, the Regional ADA paratransit budget
anticipated a $5 million shortfall. However, the RTA's
acceptance of a $12 million advance on 2008 state
funding in order to meet ADA expenses during 2007
deepened the 2008 deficit. "We were uncomfortable
with accepting the 2008 funding," said Kwasneski. "We
were hopeful that it would stall the fare increases and
service cuts for our riders while giving the legislature
time to work out a long-term funding package.
Unfortunately, the funding hasn't come through and
we're left with a serious cash flow issue beginning in
2008." Because of the funding shortfall and no legal
ability to further raise paratransit fares or reduce the
ADA service area or other expenses, the region may fall
»-:••.of compliance with the federal Americans with
J..- .;abilities Act if service providers cannot be paid and
service becomes unavailable.

He's since reiterated his interest in an expansion, saying
last week, "We've got to get service" on weekends.
But as popular as the idea is with area residents and
officials along the line, which stretches 41 miles from
Union Station in Chicago to Manhattan, Metra's funding
woes mean it's likely to remain little more than a dream
for the foreseeable future.
Metra officials said Friday without more state money,
they could be forced to raise fares by 20 percent next
year. Far from considering adding weekend trains, they
said they could need to cut existing weekend service to
reduce expenses.

The Suburban Service operating budget totals $145.21
million and reflects $30.4 million in expense reductions
achieved by the contingency plan. Approximately 20%
of services provided- and the corresponding labor forceis proposed for elimination via the plan. This includes
cutting more than 200 operations positions and 27
administrative positions beginning in November, 2007.

James Dodge, an Orland Park trustee who also sits on
Metra's board of directors, said the commuter rail is
nowhere near being able to come up with the $50 million
to $100 million it could cost to add weekend service.
And even if a chunk of state or federal money were to
land in Metra's lap, it probably would spend it on adding
more weekday service to the line before turning its
attention to Saturdays and Sundays. Only three of
Metra's 11 lines, including the Southwest, do not offer
weekend service.

The Regional ADA Paratransit budget totals $92.22
million, which covers the cost of operations for ADA
(Americans with Disabilities Act) service both in
Chicago and suburban areas. The available service area
for paratransit customers would be reduced as the
corresponding fixed route service in the area is
eliminated.

"It's a great idea," Dodge said, but "this one's not really
high on the radar screen for anyone right now."
Metra spent $198 million on the Southwest to add
stations in New Lenox and Manhattan and almost double
the number of daily weekday trains to 30 in January
2006. Passenger trips rose by 17 percent to 2.1 million
for the year. Trips this year through the end of August
rose by 11 percent compared with the same period last
year, the second highest percentage increase among
Metra lines .

Pace's capital program totals $43.497 million and
largely addresses replacing vehicles in fixed route and
dial-a-ride service; many of which have been in service
for over 12 years. Pace's use of capital funds to cover
operating deficits in prior years resulted in deferred
purchases and a critical need to replace and repair its
( 'rtal assets during 2008.
. J

The proposed budget next goes to public hearing, at
which time the public is invited to review the proposal
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Proponents of adding weekend service say the
continuing increase in ridership shows there is a demand
for more trains.

Because the city had been waiting for a similar van from
Pace, it already has enough funds budgeted to cover the
cost, which is expected to be about $40,000.

"With all there is to do in the city, I know there are
people that would want to use it," said Orland Park
Mayor Daniel McLaughlin. "I think there's a big need
for it."

Mayor JoAnn Kelly said at a town hall meeting last
week the city needs the new van because the two now in
operation are old. One is about 18 years old, she said.
With the pending purchase, the new van could see quite
a bit more use than normal.

Money is not the only obstacle to expanding service.
Metra leases the tracks from the Norfolk Southern Corp.,
and most of the freight trains that use the line do so
during the weekend, Dodge said. What's more, the line is
crossed by other heavily traveled railways, which
complicates scheduling, said Norfolk spokesman Rudy
Husband.

Kelly said even with routes and hours expanded, the city
hasn't seen a significant rise in the number of riders. She
would like to see the service offered to those who are
physically disabled.
Grants covered part of the cost for the first two vans,
which meant they could be used only for senior
transportation. That restriction would not apply if the
city pays for the new van with its own funds, officials
said.

Nevertheless, Husband did not rule out the possibility of
allowing Metra to run trains on weekends.
"We would have to see scrsething from Metra, some
type of proposal before we would be able to say whether
weekend service is a possibility or not," he said.

Kelly got the idea after being asked by disabled residents
to provide transportation. She said since senior use didn't
rise after service was expanded, Kelly thought disabled
riders cold be accommodated without sacrificing service
to seniors.

Nathaniel Zimmer can be reached at (708) 633-5994 or
nzimmer@dailvsouthtown.com

New bus could transport disabled
riders

"I think that we could still provide more rides and more
services within the budget we have. At this point we
don't spend all the dollars every year that we aUocate to
the senior bus service. We've been able to expand the
service. Maybe we can do this," Kelly said.

October 7, 2007

BY MICHAEL DRAKULICH The Star

Oak Forest officials want a new van for its senior bus
service and said they can't afford to wait any longer for
Pace to lease one to the city.

The van can also be equipped with a wheelchair lift
should the city offer transportation to disabled residents,
one official said.

City officials are expected to vote to forego negotiations
with Pace and buy a new van through another provider at
Tuesday's city council meeting.

Michael Drakulich may be reached at
mdrakulich@starnewspapers.comor
(708) 802-8841.

The city has been waiting for over a year to lease a
special van called a turtle top van through a leasing
program offered by Pace. Availability and the company's
current budget problems, though, have delayed delivery,
officials said.

2 Metra Electric Line trains derail on
South Side
Chicago Tribune
8:38 PM COT, October 2, 2007

Public works director Troy Ishler said he frequently
searches Web sites when looking for new equipment and
came across the same kind of van the city wants on
Ebay.

Two Metra Electric Line trains derailed about an hour
after each other on Chicago's South Side tonight,
shutting down service on the South Chicago branch of
the line. No injuries were reported in either derailment.

"The listing had expired, so we contacted the
manufacturer to see if another was available," he said.

The first train, No. 401, was carrying 257 passengers
from Chicago's Millennium Station to 93rd Street when
it derailed near 71 st Street and South Shore Drive
around 4:50 p.m., Metra spokeswoman Judy Pardonnet
said.

The van differs from a typical nine-person conversion
van because it sits lower to the ground so seniors don't
have to step up quite as high to get in.
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Outbound train No. 405, scheduled to arrive at 93rd
Street about a half hour after the first train, then derailed
at around 6:20 p.m. near the same location, Metra
~cials
said. In the first incident, the train was going
, Jut 10 m.p.h. when it came to a curve and one car on
the four-car train came off the tracks, Chicago Fire
Department spokesman Joe Roccasalava said.

The $1.25 billion project is in the planning stages and
could be online within a decade.
"We are aware of the STAR Line plan because we read
the papers like everyone else," said CN spokesman Jim
Kvedaras. "But we don't have a clear understanding of
what it will mean for our operations."
CN and Metra have recently worked together on the
expansion of the North Central Line service between
Antioch and Chicago.

Crews are waiting to remove both trains from the tracks,
according to Metra's Web site.
Metra spokesman Patrick Waldron said the South
Chicago branch of the line, which breaks off the main
branch at the Stony Island station down to the 93rd
Street station, will be shut down overnight while
officials investigate. It was unclear if trains will be
running by the
morning rush hour.

Metra spokeswoman Judy Pardonnet said the agency had
no written agreement with EJ&E on the use of its tracks
for the STAR Line.
"It is just way too premature," to talk about CN's impact
on the STAR Line, she said.
On Wednesday, CN agreed to pay $300 million to
purchase the bulk of the EJ&E from United States Steel
Corp.

He said the Electric Line's main branch and Blue Island
branch will continue running=

CN Rail has been praised by analysts as one of North
America's most efficient railways, but it has long
acknowledged that Chicago is a weak point where
congested switching operations between its main lines
slows freight traffic to a crawl.

Metra said commuters on both inbound and outbound
Electric Line South Chicago branch trains will have their
passes honored on No. 26 South Shore Express and No.
71 71st/South Shore CTA buses.
~tra said the cause of both deraihnents is under
bstigation.

"With the congestion in Chicago, we can get from
Winnipeg (Manitoba) to Chicago faster than we get from
north Chicago to south Chicago," said CN CEO Hunter
Harrison. "So this can have a substantial impact on
transit times."

Oct. 04, 2007
By Brandon Glenn

The tracks of the 198-mile EJ&E run around the
outskirts of Chicago and connect with all of CN's major
lines running into the city. CN plans to invest $100
million to upgrade sections of the EJ&E.

EJ&E buyer will meet with Metra
By Joseph Ryan

I

Daily Herald Staff

Published: 9/27/2007 12:09 AM

Analysts generally praised the deal.

With Canadian National Railway agreeing to buy much
of the Chicago area's EJ&E railroad Wednesday, Metra's
much-anticipated STAR Line project linking the
Northwest and West suburbs appears vulnerable.

"Price is probably fair if synergies are realized," Morgan
Stanley Research said in an analysts note.
Harrison said the deal should not lead to major layoffs
and CN was committed to giving any dislocated workers
other jobs within the company.

Yet, CN and Metra officials say they plan to meet soon
to go over how the new line could run on or alongside
the EJ&E tracks between Joliet and Elgin.

The deal comes three weeks after Canadian Pacific
announced it would buy the Dakota, Minnesota &
Eastern Railroad for $1.5 billion in Canadian dollars, a
deal that also increases CP's access to Chicago.

Meanwhile, CN officials say no major layoffs are
planned for the EJ&E's 700 employees in a deal that
should noticeably improve their service through the
congested Chicago rail system.

Montreal-based Canadian National now operates about
20,300 route miles in eight Canadian provinces and 16
U.S. states.

~t:ra's first suburb-to-suburb line is supposed to run
(
n the Northwest Tollway, 1-90, to Elgin and then
turn south to Joliet via the EJ&E tracks.
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CN officials hope the deal, which will be financed with
debt and cash on hand, will close by mid-2008. The
takeover requires u.s. regulatory approval.

Norfolk State University and some Ingleside residents
are lobbying for changes to the stations planned for their
neighborhoods.

Down the tracks, a caution on Norfolk
light rail's costs

And some council members say they want to enhance
the look of some of the sparely designed light rail
stations, especially downtown.
We're all concerned about the money and cost
overruns," said Councilman W. Randy Wright, who's
leading the light rail charge. "No doubt, there will be
some surprises. But the really good news in this is that
we're paying less than we thought we would and there's
some room in our budget for overruns."

By DEBBIE MESSINA1 The Virginian-Pilot
© September 29, 2007

NORFOLK

Barring any last-minute objections today, contracts will
be signed Monday cementing financial commitments
from the federal, state and city governments to build the
city's long-sought $232.1 million starter light rail line.

The city's capital budget contains $17 million more than
the required $33 million city share for construction.
Local and federal officials say they've taken steps to
verify that the cost estimates are realistic. They've
established a contingency fund of $30 million, about 13
percent of the budget.

On paper, Norfolk leaders say it's quite a deal- about] 4
percent, or $33 million, will come from city coffers,
significantly less than originally envisioned.
But the paperwork won't show what the true costs could
be.

"This has been the most closely scrutinized and
examined project in the history of the city with the
whole purpose of getting it right," said Mayor Paul
Fraim.

It's the city's responsibility to cover any cost overruns as
well as changes or upgrades to the plans. There could be
both.
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The project was held up for nearly three years by
officials at the Federal Transit Administration, mostly so
they could check and recheck the numbers. The project's
cost, once estimated at $360 million. was sliced to as
little as $194 million before settling at S232.1 million.
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The final scrutiny ends today when a 60-day
congressional review expires.
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"We won't let a project move forward until we make
sure it has a realistic and viable budget and schedule,"
said FTA spokesman Wes Irvin.
Of the 19 light rail projects FT A has funded over the
past decade, three have gone oyer budget, Irvin said. For
federally funded transit projects now under construction,
which total $21.5 billion, costs are being managed to
within 0.5 percent of the budget he said.

Norfolk is responsible for about 14 percent of the
$232.1 million price tag - about $33 million - but will
have to pay for any cost overruns or design
changes. COURTESY RENDERING

Once projects are under construction, FT A assigns an
oversight manager to watch costs. The city is preparing
to hire a light rail project manager whose job also would
be to monitor costs, as well as look out for other city
interests.

It's the city's responsibility to cover any cost overruns as
well as changes or upgrades to the plans. There could be
both.
The project requires digging into the streets of
downtown, a process that in recent years has uncovered
myriad unexpected utility problems and other surprises,
sometimes costly ones.

The FTA is investing $128 million in federal aid to build
the system. An additional $32 million will come from
the state, $39 million from other federal sources and $33
million from the city.
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Even if there are no overruns, Norfolk could still be on
the line for more money if costly changes are made to
the plan.

East ofNSU, some residents of Ingleside have mounted
a petition drive to eliminate the walk-up station planned
for their neighborhood and elevate the tracks over
Ingleside Road. The neighbors said they are worried
about crime, congestion, noise, safety around the tracks,
and trash.

--

rrfolk State University's Board of Visitors said that
while it supports the light rail project, it opposes two
passenger stations and a maintenance yard that will be
located near the campus.

When the stations were being planned, the civic league
voted to support the location, but since then has voted in
opposition. About the same time, a survey conducted by
HRT and the city indicated that a majority of residents
would use the neighborhood station.

College officials said they're worried about the safety of
students around the Brambleton Avenue and Ballentine
Boulevard stations.
"There will be thousands of people in close proximity to
the campus on a daily basis," said Rector Bobby Norris

"There's been conflicting communications, so we've
done the best we can at this point," Fraim said. "We're
not going to be able to please everyone."

Vassar, who noted that NSU is a "small campus with a
small security budget." NSU wants both stations located
farther from campus. He suggested moving the
Brambleton station from the east side of the road to the
west side, which is across the street from campus.

Another element that would cost extra would be a
business assistance program to help sustain small
businesses hurt by construction of the rail line. City
Manager Regina V.K. Williams said such a program was
in place when she was city manager in San Jose, Calif.,
during light rail construction and she'd consider a
similar one here if needed.

••

Hampton Roads Transit officials argue that more people
would ride the train if it remains closer to campus. They
offered to fence off the station as well as to establish a
security gate that allows only students with electronic
passes to exit toward the campus. Other passengers
would use another exit.

"We'll work through each and every one of these,"
Wright said. "This project has been out there for years,
so some of this is coming a bit late. But we'll be
sensitive and work with it. ... The key thing is to stay as
close to what was approved as humanly possible since
the city's picking up the tab."

-"\sar also said an earlier understanding to share the
parking at its Ballentine Boulevard lot with rail
passengers is now "impractical" because NSU has "a
critical parking shortage."

Councilman Barclay C. Winn said: "I'm not voting for
anything that puts us over budget. The residents have
trusted us with this money; we need to handle it
prudently. "

The university wants the maintenance yard moved
because it "presents an unsightly activity literally
adjacent to our president's home," he said.

Williams said the key to making the construction process
successful is clear communication, including letting
residents know that some things will arise that are
beyond the city's control.

Under a different president, NSU agreed to the light rail
plans several years ago. Some city leaders expressed
disappointment that the new regime is not honoring the
earlier agreement.

"We are probably going to have to say no to things
because we can't afford them," she added. "What those
are and what the dollars will be, we don't know yet."

"The wheels were set in motion; agreements were signed
a long time ago," Wright said.
Vice Mayor Anthony Burfoot said the Ballentine station
is critical to the success ofthe nearby Broad Creek
redevelopment project, so it cannot be moved.

Debbie Messina, (757) 446-2588,
High-speed tr ain

FrontRunner warms up
He argued that NSU officials should kick in money for
items they want changed. "This is a partnership everybody needs to be a part of it. The city should not
have to fall on its sword."

UTA is testing the commuter rail before its debut
in April
By Lesley Mitchell
The Salt Lake Tribune
Article Last Updated: 09/27/2007

~ 11m said the city will consider NSU's latest
suggestions "in a complete spirit of cooperation."

01: 51: 16 PM MDT

This spring, commuters in Davis and Weber counties
will be able to board a high-speed train that will whisk
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This spring, commuters in Davis and Weber counties
will be able to board a high-speed train that will whisk
them at speeds up to 79 mph north to Pleasant View or ~
south to downtown Salt Lake City.

them at speeds up to 79 mph north to Pleasant View or
south to downtown Salt Lake City. Representatives of
the Utah Transit Authority said the agency is on
schedule to debut FrontRunner, a commuter rail system
spanning 44 miles, in April.

Representatives of the Utah Transit Authority said the
agency is on schedule to debut FrontRunner, a commuter
rail system spanning 44 miles, in April. Testing of the
track, trains and operators has begun and will continue
through opening day.

Testing of the track, trains and operators has begun and
will continue through opening day.
"People will see the trains fairly regularly now all the
way through the spring," said Chad Saley, UTA
spokesman.

"People will see the trains fairly regularly now all the
way through the spring," said Chad Saley, UTA
spokesman.

UTA has launched a safety campaign designed to
educate the public about the high-speed trains, which
will run on tracks parallel to other trains along the
Interstate 15 corridor.

UTA has launched a safety campaign designed to
educate the public about the high-speed trains, which
will run on tracks parallel to other trains along the
Interstate 15 corridor.

At the end of October, FrontRunner trains will start
crossing streets for the first time just as freight trains do
now.

At the end of October, FrontRunner trains will start
crossing streets for the first time just as freight trains do
now.

That's why UTA wants to get the word out to anyone
who may be driving, bicycling or walking near the trains
that because of their speeds, they need to be even more
careful than they have been around the freight trains.

That's why UTA wants to get the word out to anyone
who may be driving, bicycling or walking near the trains
that because of their speeds, they need to be even more
careful than they have been around the freight trains.
"They may look like they are moving along slowly, but
they are actually traveling very fast - 700,000 pounds
traveling at 79 miles per hour isn't anything you want to
mess around with," Saley said.

UTA secures federal funds share for
5 major rail projects
By Joe Baird
The Salt Lake Tribune
Article Last Updated: 09/26/200702:12:06

AM MDT

The Utah Transit Authority has cleared a large hurdle in
its bid to finance four new light rail lines and an
extension of commuter rail service from Salt Lake City
to Provo.
The transit agency this week finalized a letter of intent
with the Federal Transit Agency that calls for the federal
government to pay for 20 percent of the overall cost of
the projects, which has been estimated at about $2
billion.
In what UTA spokesman Chad Saley calls "an
unprecedented event," the FTA agreed to provide
funding for the five projects by viewing them as one
collective undertaking.

"They may look like they are moving along slowly, but
they are actually traveling very fast - 700,000 pounds
traveling at 79 miles per hour isn't anything you want to
mess around with," Saley said.
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Two west-side TRAX spurs in Salt Lake County
and a Front-Runner rail line to Utah County face an
unexpected vote that could put the projects in
jeopardy .

"Rather than go through them one by one, this is the first
time the FTA has agreed to look at a group of projects as
~e comprehensive program," Saley said Tuesday. "This
.ill allow us to move much more quickly on all of these
projects."

Still stinging from a legislative audit, the head of
the Salt Lake County Council of Governments
(COG) agreed Wednesday to call a second vote on
which road and rail projects should get funding
through a quarter-cent sales tax.

Technically speaking, the federal funding will provide
80 percent of the total financing needed to build the
Mid-Jordan light rail line and the light rail extension to
Draper. But spread across the board, that money will
translate to 20 percent of the cost for all the projects. The
balance of the tab will be funded locally.

The outcome could yank money from light-rail
spurs to West Valley City and the Jordan burbs. Or
it could stop heavy commuter rail from reaching
Utah County.

"You have to have a local match for the federal dollars,"
Saley said. "In this case, we're using the other projects as
the local match. But in the big picture, this benefits the
program as a whole."

"Any project could be jeopardized by this vote,"
said West Valley City Mayor and COG President
Dennis Nordfelt.

Because of that funding structure, the Mid-Jordan and
Draper light rail lines will M'the first to undergo fullblown federal environmental impact studies.

The move comes a day after a legislative audit
revealed that transit projects received an unfair edge
last December in tapping a voter-approved sales tax.

Saley says UTA's track record with its previous light rail
projects made all the difference in selling the FT A on the
idea of combining the five transit projects into one
proposal.

Not only were transit projects bumped up on the
priority list because of a mathematical error FrontRunner ranked No. 2 last year, but now falls to
No. 19 on the 34-project list - but decision-makers
also appeared biased in favor of rail, the audit
stated.

\

_hey looked at our history, at the projects we've done,"
he said. "We've routinely been ahead of schedule and
under budget. All of that was taken into consideration."

With the federal funding issue at least unofficially
settled, Saley says construction on two of the new light
rail lines - probably the Mid-Jordan and West Valley
City lines - could begin as early as next year.
Construction on the Draper extension and the new line to
Salt Lake City International Airport could begin as early
as 18 months from now.

COG members don't deny that pro-transit slant.
"My vote represented the wishes of the citizens,"
said Salt Lake County Mayor Peter Corroon. So
while a "mistake was made," he said, voters
overwhelmingly backed rails when they agreed to
the tax.
/
The specter of a second COG vote appeared
Wednesday as state lawmakers grilled Nordfelt
about the priority list and chastised the Wasatch
Front Regional Council for its faulty math.

If that schedule holds, the mid-Jordan and West
Valley lines, and the commuter rail extension from
Salt Lake City to Provo, could be finished by 2012.
The airport line and Draper extension could be done
by 2013 or 2014, Saley said. "We've committed to
have all the lines done by 2015. Ifit goes faster,
that's certainly our goal," he said.
By Jeremiah Stettlerk, The Salt Lake Tribune

Sen. Scott Jenkins, R-Plain City, challenged county
and city leaders to vote again on their transportation
priorities - this time with an audit that shows 80
percent of the county's quarter-cent sales tax steered
to projects that should have ranked 18 and 19 on
COG's list.

New Vote May Derail Salt Lake Train

flans
_.ansit fans, hold your breath.

"If you took that vote of the COG today," he asked,
"could you get enough votes to sustain this?"
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Responded Nordfelt: "I would be willing to bet my
firstborn child that we could. "

spokeswoman that there are too many variables to
speculate.

He might be right. Transit - especially light rail remained at the top Wednesday for many COG
members, who said they wouldn't change their
votes.

Reversing course on commuter rail "would be
painful," according to Wasatch Front Regional
Council spokesman Sam Klemm. "Our plan
certainly recognized the importance of commuter
rail. It completes the system."

"The expansion of our mass-transit system is key to
improving quality of life, air quality and curbing
global-warming pollution," Salt Lake City Mayor
Rocky Anderson said through his spokesman.

Even so, Klemm wasn't surprised Nordfelt agreed to
a new COG vote, "given the pressure that was on
him" from legislators.
"They put the screws down."

The "overwhelmingly strong" support among Salt
Lake County voters for TRAX and commuter rail,
he said, should be honored.

Klemm said an about-face seems unlikely since
COG made commitments and since UTA already
has finalized a letter of intent to secure federal
funds for the FrontRunner and TRAX extensions.

That support echoed from the Salt Lake County
Council, where Jim Bradley defended rails as a
"forward-looking" investment that he will continue
to champion.

But it could happen. The Salt Lake County Council
hasn't signed an interlocal agreement to disperse
UTA's share of the sales tax.

It also came from South Jordan, where Mayor Kent
Money said he doubted he would flip his vote.

And if any project is in danger, its commuter rail,
Nordfelt said.

"The way the COG voted," he said, "we were
listening not only to the citizens; we were listening
to the Legislature .... The emphasis needed to be
on transit - and we did that."

COG has set no meeting date, but Nordfelt said the
vote will occur "as quickly as possible." While the
do-over threatens up to $2.5 billion in projects, the
mayor said it is needed to appease legislators.

But the second vote could derail a linchpin transit
project: a commuter-rail line from Salt Lake City to
Utah County.

"I can understand why there would be some
suspicion with the obvious interest we had in
transit," Nordfelt said. "The best thing we can do
right now is to go back with the calculations done
correctly and see if the rationale that we used to
select the projects is still valid."

FrontRunner trains from Ogden to Utah's capital are
expected to be running by next spring. But the
extension through the Salt Lake Valley did not win
wide support in COG's initial vote - though it did
get a funding nod.

Go right ahead, said a critical Sen. Sheldon
Killpack, R-Syracuse.

Taylorsville Mayor Russ Wall wants to dump it,
arguing it steals sales taxes from Salt Lake County
for rails that primarily will benefit Utah County.

"They may very well decide to ignore the process
and do whatever they want," he said. "But they need
to do that publicly."

And Salt Lake County Councilman Mark Crockett
favors a chance to thwart FrontRunner funding.

jstettler@sltrib.com

"If we could shift that money from commuter rail to
roads," he said, "that would be a good idea."

* DEREK P. JENSEN and ROSEMARY WlNTERS
contributed to this story.

The Utah Transit Authority's general manager, John
Inglish, declined to comment on the threats facing
its FrontRunner line, saying through a

Gold Line train hits vehicle; 6
injured
16
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state Public Utilities Commission, which oversees the
safety of rail crossings, scrutinizes the proposed lightrail Expo Line.

The motorist reportedly crashes through crossing gates.
Accident highlights concerns about commuter rail in
~ighborhoods.

Concern about the potential for serious accidents along
the Expo Line between downtown Los Angeles and
Culver City prompted a group of South Los Angeles
residents to challenge the MT A's request for state
approval to lay tracks and run trains across major streets.
The matter is being heard by an administrative law judge
for the commission.
Najmedin Meshkati, a professor with USC's Viterbi
School of Engineering, worked on a two-year study of
safety concerns along the Blue Line, which runs from
Long Beach to downtown L.A. He said that as the MT A
builds the Expo Line, it needs to make a serious effort to
inform pedestrians and motorists of the dangers of rail
crossings.

By Tami Abdollah and Jeffrey L. Rabin, Los Angeles Times Staff
Writers
September 22, 2007

For the second time in 10 days, a motorist was injured in
a collision with a Gold Line train after crashing through
lowered fiberglass crossing gates along the route
between Los Angeles and Pasadena, raising anew the
issue of safety along commuter lines running through
heavily populated areas.
The crash Friday morning at Avenue 50 and Mannion
Way injured six people, including the driver of a Toyota
RA V -4 who tried to outrun the train, ignoring flashing
signals and ringing bells, authorities said, citing witness
reports.

"We really need to look beyond one particular incident
and do a root cause analysis," Meshkati said. "This string
of accidents at the Gold Line is the best justification for
us to take a hard look at what we're doing ... and its
implications for the Expo Line."
There have been 792 accidents involving Blue Line
trains since the 22-mile route opened in July 1990 -- 632
involving vehicles and 160 with pedestrians. Eightyseven people have died, mostly pedestrians, and at least
20 deaths were ruled suicides.
In contrast, the Gold Line has had one fatality, ruled a
suicide, and the only serious accidents since it opened
have occurred in the last two weeks, said Khawani.

A Gold Line train hit a vehicle during the morning rush hour,
injuring six people, including the driver of the vehicle, officials said.

"Can it be better? Sure," said MTA spokesman Marc
Littman. "No system's foolproof."

Bystanders pulled the woman from her small SUV
before it burst into flames, officials said. The driver, who
was not identified, is in stable condition at Huntington
Hospital, authorities said.

The MT A has found that the vast majority of accidents
on the Blue and Gold lines were caused by motorists
trying to get past lowered crossing gates.

"We don't know why she did not stop at the gate," said
V.J. Khawani, director of corporate safety for the
Metropolitan Transportation Authority. "Why do people
go through red traffic signals and not stop? I really don't
know."

"The challenge we have is you have residents in the
region that have become accustomed to bending the
rules or violating the rules, creating a higher level of
danger risks and a higher propensity for accidents and
fatalities," said Public Utilities Commissioner Timothy
Simon. "We have to do a better job of educating the
public, and we have to find better ways to educate the
public."

On Sept. 11, a Gold Line train hit a Ford pickup, injuring
seven people including the driver, during morning rush
hour at Avenue 55 and Marmion Way in Highland Park,
just blocks from the scene of Friday's crash. Witnesses
~orted
seeing the pickup try to beat the crossing gates
. the intersection, said Sheriffs Lt. Ron Kegel.

On Sept. 14, nearly 600 people were ticketed at a rail
crossing in South Los Angeles as part of an effort by
local authorities, Union Pacific railroad and the MT A to
warn people about crossing hazards. On Friday, a rail
safety education session at Monte Vista Elementary

The crashes -- the only serious injury accidents on the
Gold Line since it opened in July 2003 -- come as the
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Starting today, the price of SEPTA tokens and paper
transfers will each increase 15 cents, to $1.45 and 75
cents, respectively. The cash fare remains at $2.

School in Highland Park was called off after the Gold
Line accident nearby.
In an effort to deter motorists from driving around gates,
the MT A has installed numerous photo-enforcement
cameras along the Blue Line and issued thousands of.
tickets, costing violators at least $271 for the first
offense, Khawani said.

And while College sophomore Benjamin Brooke, who
uses SEPTA twice a week, says the latest price increase
isn't huge, he admits that the cost of fares has become" a
bit exorbitant."

Because ofthe MTA's troubled safety record on the Blue
Line, the Public Utilities Commission forced it to lower
the speed of its Gold Line trains traveling through
certain neighborhoods, including Highland Park, from a
maximum of 50 mph to 20 mph before the 14-mile route
opened.

Faced with a $129 million budget deficit in July, SEPTA
officials raised fare prices by 11 percent during the
summer, appealed to the state for more funding and
decided to eliminate paper transfers.
"We needed to do something to cover that deficit," said
SEPTA spokesman James Whitaker.

The restrictions were imposed because of concerns about
the potential hazard the 44-ton rail cars posed.

The city argued that the elimination of paper transfers
would harm low-income workers and successfully sued
the agency to stop their cancellation.

The Gold Line opened with what the MT A said were
state-of-the-art safety features, including 17 "quad"
gates, which are double crossing gates on each side of
the tracks. Such gates are harder to go around.

SEPTA officials say the decision cost them $1.9 million
through August.

But slower train speeds and better gates can't deter
impatient drivers, officials said. "Even if the train's
going 20 mph, if you hit it, you're going to lose, whether
you're a car or a truck or SUV or pedestrian," Littman
said, adding that educating drivers is the key.

But the state legislature approved a $150 million
increase in funding for the organization in July, which,
along with the IS-cent increases, will help cover the
shortfall.
Most Penn students interviewed - many of whom only
use SEPTA sparingly - said the increase won't affect
their usage of the service, but many city residents and
consumer groups expressed frustration with the fare
increase.

Leimert Park resident Damien Goodmon has helped
spearhead Expo Communities United, a grass-roots
effort that seeks safer design of the rail line. The small
group has protested the Expo Line construction
authority's application to the PUC or approval to build
tracks across intersections.

"SEPTA should simply drop its appeal of the court
decision againstthem and end this controversy," said
Matthew Mitchell, the newsletter editor of the Delaware
Valley Association of Rail Passengers, referring to a
SEPTA appeal of the paper-transfer decision. "They're
spending money on litigation instead of service."

He said the group would like the MTA to build its rail
above or below street level wherever possible to ensure
the safety of motorists and pedestrians.
tami.abdollah@latimes.com

Officials like Philadelphia city solicitor Romulo Diaz
contend that the fare increase is a "step in the right
direction" to resolving legal battles surrounding the
paper transfers.

jeffrey.rabin@latimes.com

Issue date: 10/1/07 Section: News

SEPTA raises fares again as token
prices go up 15 cents

"We now have a basis to engage in a discussion that can
ultimately resolve the transfer issue," he said. "System
costs are increasing. SEPTA needs an opportunity to
cover its costs, as long as any fare increase is fair to all
riders."

Ashwin Shandilya
Thanks to SEPTA's latest fare hike, College sophomore
Benjamin Brooke will have to shell out an extra $2.40
per month to get into and out of Center City.

But Mitchell says SEPT A is approaching its funding
problems in "the wrong way."
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"SEPTA needs to come up with a concrete plan to
modernize its fare system" by getting rid of tokens and
--paper transfers, he said. "Modernization would have a
ositive effect on reducing expenses, while eliminating
transfers is bad for all riders because it discourages
passengers from using the system as a network. "

Blazer, who waged a private battle to get his money back
after the deadline.
"The conductor told me, 'You might as well throw your
tickets out,' " said Blazer, a lawyer who takes the R7 or
R8 Regional Rail train from Mount Airy several times a
week and said he had no clue the old tickets expired
Sept. 9.

Mitchell added that SEPTA has postponed its $49
million modernization project for two years due to cost
overruns in its Market Street Elevated Reconstruction
Project.
Meanwhile, SEPTA's appeal of the transfer decision, if
successful, could result in a repeal of the IS-cent hike.

"The first I heard about it was on the train on Sept. 10
when I tried to use one of those tickets," Blazer said. He
said he and his girlfriend had about $200 worth of preJuly 9 tickets.

"When there is a court decision on SEPTA's ability to
discontinue transfers, the Board will look at the whole
fare structure all over again," said Whitaker.

Regional Rail tickets normally are valid for 180 days.
Passengers upset with SEPT A for not honoring their old
tickets had plenty of company, as the transit agency has
made a number of unpopular moves this year.

SEPTA's latest rate headache:
Refunds
By Paul Nussbaum
Inquirer Staff Writer

There are people upset with the July 9 general fare
increase. There are bus and subway passengers upset
with SEPTA's effort to eliminate paper transfers. There
are rail riders upset with a new "onboard" surcharge for
not buying tickets at stations that don't sell them. There
are passengers upset with an Oct. 3 fare increase for
tokens and transfers.

SEPTA's latest consumer-relations headache - rail
passengers stuck with suddenly worthless tickets - has
+-roved a boon for at least one rider.
Steve Oriska, an associate professor at Temple
University's School of Medicine, mailed in two $3 rail
tickets for a refund - and got back a voucher for $1,507.
"J guess I could drive up in a truck and say, 'Fill it with
tokens,' " Driska said with a laugh." But the reality is I
just want my $6."

Blazer said he had taken his battle for a refund to a ticket
agent at 30th Street Station and then to SEPT A
headquarters on Market Street. At every step, he said, he
was told nothing could be done. Not until he reached a
"very nice and very helpful" supervisor named Charles
Miller did he get some satisfaction.

Other riders have been less fortunate. And less sanguine.
They are the ones who missed the Sept. 9 deadline for
returning old tickets for a refund. When SEPTA raised
fares July 9, it gave riders two months, instead of the
usual six, to use the old tickets or get a refund.

Miller sent him a voucher for about $170 for the old
tickets (some had passed the regular six-month
expiration date and could not be redeemed). But then,
Blazer said, a ticket agent at the Mount Airy station
balked at honoring the voucher.

SEPTA's chief financial officer, Joseph Casey, said
yesterday that the deadline for riders to mail in tickets
for refunds (1234 Market St., Philadelphia 19107) would
be extended "indefinitely." SEPTA spokesman Jim
Whitaker said the old tickets would be eligible for a
refund for "at least six months" from their issue date.

Eventually, a supervisor instructed her to issue the
refund.
"It took five or six steps to take care of what should have
been taken care of pretty quickly by a good customer
service organization," Blazer said.

came too late for riders like Oriska, who
"turnedreprieve
his tickets in before the Sept. 9 deadline, and Jon
.iat

Oriska, the physiology professor with the sudden
windfall, said he enjoyed taking the R5 train in from
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Oreland. But now, how to turn that $1,507 voucher into
$6?

"We'd need more money and another bus to do that,"
Landers said. "A couple of people complained the
Orange Route is mainly for the VU students. It is
centered on the students, but it is for everyone."

"In good conscience, I couldn't take the money, and even
if I did try to cash it in, it seems like it would be fraud to
knowingly try to collect on what is an obvious mistake,"
Oriska said.

Landers said the biggest problem is that people aren't
familiar with the bus schedules and the routes. The
routes were still being tweaked through most of the
week in response to customer suggestions, but the city
hopes to have brochures available this week on the buses
and in businesses. The information is available on the
city's Web site.

If Driska takes the voucher to SEPTA headquarters, he
will get a $6 refund, Casey said yesterday.
Casey said a SEPT A clerk apparently had transposed the
tracking number assigned to Oriska's claim with the
refund amount.

"It's been interesting," he said of the first week. "There
have been some difficulties as with any new business.
It's been challenging, but in the end it worked itself out.
I'm glad it's all coming out at one time. Now we know
how to fix those kinds of problems and get it done."

"The clerk picked up the wrong number," Casey said.
"Apparently, someone wasn't as vigilant as they should
have been."

..

And SEPT A clerks have been inundated with requests
for refunds. The volume of requests has been 13 or 14
times normal, Casey said.

Among the problems he's had to deal with are drivers
quitting and a wheelchair lift that broke. McDonald
Transit Associates Inc., which is operating the bus
service for the city, received lots of suggestions for route
changes, but they were passed on to the city, which must
make the changes.

"But the good news is that it [the voucher] never would
have been honored anyway," Casey said. "The number
was just too big."

Other than that, most of the reaction has been positive,
he said.

Contact staff writer Paul Nussbaum at 215-854-4587 or
pnussbaum@phiIlynew s.com.

"People say it's very good. It's mostly the elderly. They
like the fact they can get to places they want now, and
it's a lot cheaper than some places. They say the drivers
are nice and know what they are doing.

Valpo buses gain ridership each day
Sunday, October 7,200712:05

"I think its gone pretty good," Landers said. "I think the
word is out now. People are using it as a source of
transport. They know they need to catch a certain bus at
a certain time to get to work. We ran into a few problems
the first day, but 1 think we got a lot of them sorted out
by the end of the week."

AM COT

BY PHIL WIELAND
pwieland@nwitimes.com
219.548.4352

VALPARAISO I This mass transit thingjust might catch
on in Valparaiso.

He said he would not have actual ridership numbers until
Monday.

After the first week of regularly scheduled bus service
on the city's new V-Line, General Manager Ryan
Landers said ridership was increasing daily, especially
on the Brown Route designed to serve Valparaiso
University students. The system has three flexible fixed
routes running Monday through Saturday.

No bailout on hand for Gary buses
Tuesday, October 2,200712:40

AM COT

BY KEITH BEN MAN
kbenman@nwitimes.com

The Orange Route shuttle service to the South Shore
commuter train station at Dune Park, which started
Friday afternoon, had a dozen riders on its inaugural trip,
and the only complaints seemed to be that it should run
all week. It only operates Friday through Sunday now.

219.933.3326
GARY I City of Gary officials say they want to keep
public buses running in Gary, but no one is offering to
put up the $3.7 million it would take to bailout the
troubled Gary Public Transportation Corp.
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people to know it will go on running buses no matter
what happens at Gary agency.

"Just let me put this in no uncertain terms: The money
~st
isn't there," said Gary Common Council President
.:rome Prince, D-5th, when contacted Monday.

"Northwest Indiana Conununity Action remains
dedicated to providing service," said Thomas Phillips,
transportation director of the Northwest Indiana
Community Action Corp.

Mayor Rudy Clay is trying to arrange a meeting with
Federal Transit Administration Regional Administrator
Marisol Simon, the mayor's spokesman LaLosa Burns
said.

16 landowners in West Corridor told
to make way for FasTracks

"We need to sit down with them and determine what
process or plan of action we can put in place," Burns
said. "Certainly public transport is important to the
community, so it's a priority."

Move could lead to fierce legal battles with RTD
By Kevin Flynn, Rocky Mountain News
September 29, 2007

Friday, the Federal Transit Administration sent a
letter to Gary Public Transportation Corp. announcing
that all federal funding for the service would be cut off, a
disciplinary move that could shut down city bus service
by the end ofthe year. The iT A letter said the Gary
agency "lacks the technical, legal or financial capacity"
to continue receiving federal grants and must pay back
$3.7 million in mismanaged federal funds.

It's the first batch of notices to be mailed along the 12mile future light rail corridor. Some owners aren't a bit
happy and at least one vows a lengthy battle.

The alleged mismanagement dates back four years or
more, before Mayor Clay took office and before present
Gary Public Transportation Corp. general manager Daryl
mpkins came on board.

"If they think they're going to come in here and do an
old-fashioned claim jump, they have another thing
coming," said Galen Foster, owner of Pro-Tint window
tinting at Wadsworth Boulevard and 14th Avenue.

Oil.

RID has notified 16 property owners along the
FasTracks West Corridor that it needs their land for next
year's start of the light rail project, setting up what could
turn into fierce condemnation battles in court.

The letters note that RTD has hired appraisers who will
contact the owners to come up with values for the
properties and that the owners are entitled to have their
own appraisals done at RTD's expense. It also included
booklets on relocation assistance and acquisition
policies.

It includes an alleged sham $300,000 loan from a vendor
and the use of $1.65 million in federal funds for naturalgas fueled buses that could not be used.
Lampkins did not return calls from The Times seeking
comment Monday.

Other property owners in the initial mailing include
several near Wadsworth and 14th, where RTD wants to
buy 4 acres in a half-block for a 1,000-car parking
garage to serve the major station planned along the 13th
Avenue pathway of the trains.

Prince and Burns both emphasized they are open to ideas
on how to help the agency get back on track.
Bums acknowledged the city of Gary will approach
other organizations, such as the Regional Bus Authority,
in its search for a solution.

But perhaps no other property is more recognizable than
Foster's Lakewood business.

The Gary Public Transportation Corp. provides 13 fixed
bus routes, including buses to Crown Point and
Merrillville as well as on-demand and paratransit
services in Gary. It is supported by its own tax levy,
fares, and state and federal aid.

Tens of thousands of motorists daily pass by his outdoor
display of cigar store Indian carvings that he also sells.
He and his wife, Kim Snyder, have been there for 23
years and their home is connected to the business.

The Gary agency is the region's largest provider of bus
service, and its demise would leave a huge hole in public
nsit in Lake County.

What upsets Foster is that RTD might not use the land
for the parking garage, which will be to the south, but
for temporary storage of materials, trailers, worker
parking and staging during construction.

At least one other provider of on-demand bus service,
Northwest Indiana Community Action Corp., wanted

It would then become a potential site for redevelopment
by someone else.
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Foster said he'd rather use his nest egg money to
redevelop the property himself in conjunction with the
transit project. But he won't hesitate to spend it all
fighting RTD.

will tour TriMet's Interstate Avenue light-rail stations
next week.
Station security was on the minds and tongues of most of
the 16 task force members during their first meeting,
Sept. 25, in Milwaukie.

"They call it FasTracks? We'll turn it into slow tracks,"
Foster said.

Some expressed fears that light rail will offer drug
dealers and other undesirable visitors a "free ride" to
Milwaukie. Others suggested taking steps to prevent
people from lingering at stations or intimidating
passengers.

"We're going to fight to the bitter end. I'd rather be
completely broke than to have them take away what my
wife and I have built here."
Dennis Cole, RTD's manager for the project, said he
needs the whole block for construction "and it'll be
extremely tight at that."

Tim Garling, TriMet's senior director of operations, told
task force members that the transit agency's security
resources include 35 officers from city and county law
enforcement agencies that make up TriMet Transit
Police; 21 officers from the private Wackenhut security
company; 18 TriMet fare inspectors and eight rider
advocates, as well as all TriMet field employees.

Others were notified in the Platte Valley industrial area
just south of the Colfax Viaduct in Denver. They
included CustomArt Industries, where owner Gordon
McKeeta is frustrated because initial designs showed the
light rail bridge bypassing his property on the east.

But Garling said TriMet covers a lot of territory -- 92
bus lines and 44 miles of light-rail tracks in a service
district area of 575 square miles -- and that there always
is a need for more security.

•

Later revisions moved it squarely on top of his shop
where his workers fashion custom-designed fiberglass
architectural pieces and bar tops. He's been in business
since 1968 and at the comer of Shoshone Street and 14th
Avenue since 1982.

The task force was created in large part because of
concerns raised by parents and administrators of the
Portland Waldorf School and st. John the Baptist
Catholic School, both located just off the Union Pacific's
Tillamook Branch railroad tracks, the proposed light-rail
alignment through Milwaukie.

"I dislike this situation where RTD can do whatever it
wants," he said.
"What happened? We're right across the street from
vacant property."

The locally preferred alternative route, adopted by the
city council in 2003, showed three light-rail stations: one
at the former Southgate Theater site, one on Harrison
Street behind the old Milwaukie Middle School (now
Waldorf School) and one on Lake Road. Project
planners are re-studying and refining that original
Portland-Milwaukie alignment.

Cole said the path ofthe light rail bridge was changed
because of myriad other problems getting through the
industrial zone.
"There are two major Xcel vaults feeding downtown and
Auraria going through there, and in the old alignment,
we happened to hit all of that," Cole said.

Milwaukie resident Jerry Foy said something needs to be
done to assure traffic is not backed up along Harrison,
Monroe and Washington streets while light-rail trains
pass through the downtown area.

"We also had to reduce our track work. We probably
went through 12 track layouts to try to miss this, miss
that, around utilities and not mess everyone up."
flynnk@RockvMountainNews.com

Ray Bryan, a Milwaukie business owner, questioned
whether the city's police department can afford to police
light rail when officers are needed for patrol duties in
other parts of the city.

or 303-954-5247

Station safety concerns lead
light-rail session

Still others said TriMet needs to invest more money on
closed circuit cameras to record criminal activity or
inappropriate behavior aboard trains or at light-rail
stations.

Task force - In its initial meeting, worries about drug
dealing and security dominate
Thursday, October 04,2007
DENNIS McCARTHY
The Oregonian Staff

Dennis McCarthy: 503-294-5914; dennismccarthy@
news.oregonian.com

Members of the newly formed safety and security task
force for the proposed Portland-Milwaukie light-rail line
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apartment and condominium buildings. Bus routes,
which can easily change, do not show such corollary
development.

Streetcar bumps into federal
bias for buses
.mey - Grant-givers say people-hauling
primary goal, not urban revitalization
Tuesday, September 25, 2007

efficiency

is their

Still, the Federal Transit Administration has balked at
Congress' directive. The transit agency proposes to judge
streetcars mainly by how quickly they move people over
great distances. Economic development and urban
housing could be considered, but couldn't be central to
judging a project's worth.

DYLAN RIVERA
The Oregonian Staff

In the Bush White House, the political appointees who
set the nation's mass transit policies view Portland's
streetcar system as an extravagance: A sweet way for a
relatively few privileged urbanites to move about a city
that prides itself on dense downtown development.
Rapid bus lines, in the administration's view, would
move more people from place to place at less expense.

And anyone in Portland knows the streetcars now in
place move at a leisurely pace over modest distances.
The agency's rules have angered Blumenauer and
DeFazio, who say transit officials are ignoring Congress
by favoring buses.
"They've way overstepped their authority here, and
they're not following the intent of Congress, and we're
going to do an oversight hearing on this," DeFazio said.
"We'll probably ask them to go back to the drawing
board, but with this administration that doesn't do you
much good."
The White House Office of Management and Budget
declined to comment for this story.

That thinking could cost Portland, which is hoping to
expand its streetcar line and become the first in the
nation to be built with substantial federal money. The
city has spent years building political and neighborhood
consensus about the new rotite, which would cross the
Broadway Bridge and go south to the Oregon Museum
of Science and Industry, nearly completing a streetcar
loop of the city's core.
But the project now navigates a political battlefield.
Think tanks, Democrats in Congress and the White
House are fighting over whether the federal government
~ould help cities use streetcars to promote urban
.revitalization, or simply fund buses that move the most
people over the greatest distances for the least amount of
upfront money.

Portland model at issue
The streetcar debate comes down to whether the
Portland model of urban planning and transportation
should go national.
Blumenauer introduced the Community Streetcar
Development and Revitalization Act in 2002 to create a
federal program to help other cities use streetcars the
way Portland does. He points to neighborhoods like the
Pearl District and South Waterfront, where developers
say the streetcar has helped make possible a dense mix
of housing and businesses.

In a hearing Wednesday in Washington, D.C., U.S. Rep.
Peter DeFazio, D-Ore., plans to grill the Federal Transit
Administration about the way it's implementing Small
Starts, the first federal program aimed at funding
streetcars.
"There's a contest going on here about the future role of
the federal government in transit development in our
cities around the country," said Rick Gustafson,
executive director of Portland Streetcar Inc.

If the Eastside Streetcar is built, about 4,537 housing
units would be added along the route, compared with
1,105 without it, according to estimates for TriMet by
economic consultant Eric Hovee of Vancouver.

It's a choice between promoting more cities like Portland
and the transit programs that make them possible, or
cities like Houston, where express bus service and
sprawling development prevails.

Residents in such dense neighborhoods travel an average
of9.8 miles a day by car, less than half the 21.8 miles a
day for Portland-area suburbanites. By driving less, they
reduce roadway congestion, pollution and greenhouse
gas emissions.

Small Starts was designed by Rep. Earl Blumenauer, DOre., who says he intended to give the relatively smallscale projects a faster path to federal funding than large
light-rail projects, which can face years of federal
scrutiny.
c

TriMet also estimates that by building that housing on
29 acres along Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard and
Grand Avenue, the region could save 257 acres of
farmland.

rough the Small Starts program, Congress directed the
iederal bureaucracy to give streetcar proposals credit not
just for moving people efficiently but for spurring
growth nearby in the form of restaurants, shops,

Critics scoff at such transit projects.
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"Why should the government be in the business of
promoting density downtown as opposed to some other
part of the city?" asks Randal O'Toole a fellow at the
Cato Institute in Washington, D.C., who lives in
Bandon. "It's a zero-sum game. Some people win and
some people lose, and the government declares who
wins."

have a little bit of an advantage over someone who
would be coming at it completely new."
Dylan Rivera: 503-221-8532;
dylanrivera@news.oregonian.com
For more
environment news, go to
http://blog.oregonlive.comipdxgreen

Rob Zaleski: Sun Prairie felt 'slap in

U.S. Transportation Secretary Mary Peters has said that
fighting congestion and scrutinizing the efficiency of
transportation projects are her top priorities.

the face' over light rail
Rob Zaleski -

Promoting the compact land use that could result from
rail transit isn't such a high priority, said a Federal
Transit Administration official involved in rail planning.
"The secretary has said on numerous occasions that her
emphasis is on efficiency," the official said. "We believe
we're a part of that, and transit projects can have a
significant effect on congestion."

Cost-effectiveness

10/01/2007

12:23 pm

Anyone who's followed the long and contentious
commuter rail debate in Dane County knows there are
still plenty of people who think any kind of rail system
here is a dumb idea.
So it's no big surprise that, according to recent media
accounts, a number of elected officials in outlying
communities are adamantly opposed to the idea of
creating a tax-imposing regional transit authority to help
pay for the commuter rail system that Mayor Dave
Cieslewicz and Dane County Executive Kathleen Falk
proposed back in June. (Both the Madison City Council
and the Dane County Board have endorsed the idea,
however.)

te&,t

The.debate about transit and urban planning is playing
out m the scuffle over how to judge which transit
projects are worth funding.
The law Blumenauer helped write says projects can be
justified to the extent that they support public
transportation, are cost-effective and boost local
economic development.

What is surprising is that the critics include elected
officials in Sun Prairie, one of two suburbs -- Middleton
being the other -- that would be served by the system's
first phase. And that among those critics is Democratic
Rep. Gary Hebl, one of the most progressive, proenvironment legislators in Wisconsin.

The Federal Transit Administration has spent two years
drafting rules to implement the law, but Blumenauer and
DeFazio say the agency is skewing those rules toward
bus rapid transit.

Hebl was quoted as saying transportation is a statewide
issue and that creating a patchwork of regional transit
authorities isn't the solution. He also criticized Falk and
Cieslewicz for not including Sun Prairie officials -- and
those from other communities -- in the decision-making
process.

The transit administration has published rules making
cost-effectiveness the key test of whether a project
should be funded.
Zoning for high density and saving miles driven in cars
would be combined with congestion relief under an
effectiveness test. Together those would count for half
the benefits allowed.

Was this, I wondered, just a political tiff triggered by
poor communication? After all, as former Dane County
Executive Jonathan Barry pointed out in this space in
2004, creating a regional transit authority seems
essential if a countywide mass transit system is to
provide quality service.

Cost-effectiveness would be the other half, figured as
construction and operating costs divided by the benefit
to the transportation system.

(Barry suggested we model our transit authority after the
Metro Council that oversees the impressive light-rail
system in Minneapolis -- which, incidentally, has been
setting ridership records ever since it began operating in
2004.)

The transit administration's stand on cost-effectiveness
has discouraged dozens of cities from applying.
Compared with other cities, Portland may have an
advantage in winning federal money through the
program.

Or, I wondered, does Hebl actually side with those who
contend that commuter rail would be an outlandish waste
of money?

"We give a boost to the forecasts of people who have
been able to deliver projects on time and on budget," the
transit administration official said. "So Portland does
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Contacted at his Sun Prairie law office last week, Hebl
made it clear he'd merely been criticizing the process -~t the proposed commuter rail system itself.

county taxpayers would have to pass a referendum
authorizing the RTA to levy the half-cent sales tax
increase.

-mough he has great respect for both Falk and
Cieslewicz, Hebl said Sun Prairie residents "felt it was a
slap in the face that they weren't brought in as
stakeholders in terms of the half-percent sales tax that
Dane County residents would be required to pay" to help
support an expanded mass transit system.

Even then, the trains wouldn't be running until 2014.
Nonetheless, commuter rail still seems the most sensible
option for a county that expects to add another 150,000
people by 2030, Hebl says.
Sure, there are skeptics. But once gas hits $6 a gallon -which could well happen in the next few years -commuter rail will start looking awfully good, he muses.

And in order for an RTA to work, he said, "everybody's
got to buy into it."

Then 2014 won't come soon enough.

That said, Hebl emphasized that "as with health care, I
support any plan that's going to improve the current
system." And right now, commuting to Madison from
Sun Prairie via Highway 151-East Washington Avenue
is pure drudgery, he says -- especially with all the
construction going on.

Rob Zaleski -

10/0112007 12:23 pm

Milwaukee, WI.
Cudahy proposes streetcar system

"And it's only going to get worse, so we have to find
alternatives," he says. "And just building new roads and
blacktopping more areas of beautiful Dane County is not
the answer."

He criticizes leaders for lack of
agreement

Hebl says his only beef with the current commuter rail
--t'ln is that the train's Sun Prairie stop would be at
_.nith's Crossing, a new development on the city's
southwest fringe. The more logical stop, he suggests,
would be in downtown Sun Prairie, which is in the midst
of a multi-million dollar revitalization.

lsandler@iournalsentinel.com

By LARRY SANDLER
Posted: Oct 3, 2007

Philanthropist Michael Cudahy blasted local leaders
Wednesday for failing to agree on public transit
solutions - then offered his own plan for a $140 million
modem streetcar system to link downtown, local
universities and the north side.

"The tracks are already there," he notes. "And it's only a
mile and a half farther than Smith's Crossing."
Some rail critics have argued that an expanded bus
system not only would be far less expensive than
commuter rail, but just as efficient in alleviating some of
the rush-hour congestion that exists across the Madison
area.

The streetcars eventually could reach the Milwaukee
County Grounds in Wauwatosa, where the University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee hopes to build a new engineering
campus, Cudahy said.
Milwaukee Mayor Tom Barrett and Milwaukee County
Executive Scott Walker, meanwhile, showed little sign
of moving off their rival transit positions, although
Walker said the two would meet again today to seek a
compromise on how to spend $91.5 million in long-idle
federal transit aid.

But Hebl has his doubts.
"I've talked to people who take the bus in Madison and
they tell me that, because of the transfer points, it's really
inconvenient for them to get from one place to another,"
he says. "It just doesn't work."
Though he still has misgivings about creating an RTA,
Hebl says he'll work toward gaining legislative approval
for such a body if he feels his constituents support the
idea.

"The transit system in this town is going to hell in a
handbasket" while elected officials bicker over how to
fund public buses and proposed commuter trains, and
how to spend the federal cash, said Cudahy, who has
been trying for years to broker a deal on those issues.

,t he points out that even if the Legislature gives its
~ .•(, there'll still be some formidable obstacles to
overcome before the rail system's first phase can move
forward. Federal funding still needs to be secured, and

Cudahy delivered an impromptu speech after Barrett and
Walker debated the $91.5 million question at a Barrett
campaign fund-raiser. Barrett wants to use the federal
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money for a downtown streetcar loop and two express
bus routes, while Walker backs only express buses.

authority and transit funding before discussing transit
technologies and routes.

Last week, local officials ended a series of talks with no
agreement on regional control of public buses. Barrett
and four suburban leaders favored a local sales tax to
take buses off the property tax, while Walker and two of
his suburban counterparts refused to consider a sales tax.

Waukesha County Executive Dan Vrakas said he is
willing to continue regional transit discussions, but he
remains opposed to a sales tax. Vrakas told Milwaukee
Journal Sentinel editors and writers that he believes a
regional transit agency could be funded by reallocating
transit dollars and by cutting costs.

At the same time, Walker's 2008 county budget would
slice service on 14 Milwaukee County Transit System
routes and raise bus fares to $2. Regional planners have
warned bigger cuts are ahead by 2010 without new state
or local funding. And the unused federal money can be
spent only on a capital project, not on running buses.

Scott Williams of the Journal Sentinel staff contributed
to this report.

Light-rail line could share city streets
By Ken Leiser
ST. LOUIS POST-DISPATCH
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In an interview, Cudahy said he was "sick and tired" of
what he called a typical Milwaukee pattern of
perpetually arguing without agreeing to change
anything.

St. Louis - Regional planners see a future where trains
could share the road with cars through St. Louis
neighborhoods and the downtown business district.
For the new 17-mile line, the region would first have to
prepare environmental studies, compete for federal
money and raise at significant local share of the cost.

.-

Walker said he was willing to compromise by scaling
back his express bus plan to use less than half the federal
money. The rest would remain for future use, enough to
fund Barrett's streetcar plan, although Walker has said he
won't back streetcars.

Elected leaders sitting on the East-West Gateway
Council of Governments later this month will take up the
idea.

Barrett, meanwhile, has said he would not agree to a
plan that leaves any ofthe federal money unspent. He
described his plan as a compromise between Walker's
bus-only approach and Cudahy'S streetcar-only plan.

"This could happen," St. Louis Mayor Francis Slay said
last week. "Funding is a huge issue here. If we wait until
the funding is available to start the planning, we'll be left
out. There is a lot of competition at the federal level for
funds for mass transit."

Cudahy said he envisioned two streetcar lines. One
would connect UWM to the lakefront, downtown,
Marquette University and eventually the County
Grounds. The other would link the downtown Amtrak
station, Milwaukee Area Technical College, and The
Brewery development on the former Pabst Brewing Co.
property before heading up W. Fond du Lac Ave. to W.
North Ave.
Cudahy said his plan would spur development and help
urban minorities get to work. In addition to the $91.5
million, he said funding could come from UWM and
developers, plus more federal aid.
State Rep. Jeff Stone (R-Greendale) praised the Cudahy
plan as the best transit proposal yet for the poor and
minorities. Stone said Cudahy's ideas could be
considered by the Milwaukee Connector study
committee, which is reviewing the Barrett and Walker
plans.

East-West Gateway hired HNTB Corp., a transportation
consultant, to work on the proposal. Kenneth Kinney,
director of transit planning for HNTB, told the council
last week that the line was drawn up after public
meetings and talks with St. Louis political leaders and
city staff.

But Stone, Cudahy and Tim Sheehy, president of the
Metropolitan Milwaukee Association of Commerce, all
said it was crucial to agree first on a regional transit

Several corridors in the region are being eyed for future
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make the region "more livable" and promote economic
development.

light-rail growth. The 17-mile line through the city
would have to jockey for position with other local plans.
--",

"If we do not continue to focus on trying to find ways to
expand our capabilities of mass transit, we will fall
behind other areas," Slay said at last week's East-West
Gateway meeting.

... Louis County, for instance, is preparing to ask voters
to increase the county sales taxes up to a half-cent to
help fund MetroLink expansion in the county.
Metro, the agency that operates MetroLink, buses and
paratransit services in the area, opened an eight-mile line
from Forest Park to Shrewsbury last year and has
warned that it needs additional money to continue its
existing operations.

They have drawn plans for a nearly 17-mile path where a
light-rail MetroLink line would run from Goodfellow
Boulevard and Interstate 70 in the north to Bayless
Avenue in the south. It would wind through downtown
St. Louis, reach Interstate 55 and Jefferson Avenue and
then follow the I-55 right of way to Bayless.

In this latest proposal, the concept is for light-rail trains
to run alongside cars, Kinney said, "not in mixed traffic
like the old street car, but in separate rights of way on
streets."
On the north side, trains would run from Goodfellow
down Natural Bridge Avenue to North Florissant
Avenue to 14th Street. It weuld run "through the heart"
of commercial and residential neighborhoods, Kinney
said, and could stimulate future development.

But, local officials warn, the dream has a long way to go
before it ever becomes reality. The plan has a price tag
approaching $1 billion - in 2007 dollars - and, as of
now, no money.
It also comes at a time when the agency that runs
MetroLink has warned that it will need more money just
to operate what it already has.
kIeiser@post-dispatch.com
1314-340-8215

Once it reached downtown st. Louis, MetroLink would
continue to run on two parallel tracks before splitting
into separate one-way tracks at Ninth and 10th streets.

Streetcar plan cheered
I

.nney said the proposed alignment was the "cleanest,
simplest" approach to serve downtown.

BY MARGARET A. MCGURK
MMCGURK@ENQUIRER.COM

From downtown, the alignment would follow Chouteau
and Jefferson avenues before running alongside I-55.

Cincinnati will unveil plans Tuesday on how to pay for a
four-mile, $100 million downtown streetcar line that
advocates believe will contribute $2 billion to the city's
economy and transform Over-the-Rhine.

"We would not be running in the median of (Interstate)
55, but we would be on one side or the other in order to
be physically and psychologically closer to residential
neighborhoods," he said.

The plan's cheerleaders include politicians, transit
activists and urban developers.
So far, it seems to have no enemies, although that could
change when the city explains where it will get the
money to fund the plan.

Chris Poehler, a project manager for Metro, said the
proposed light-rail line would be separate from the
existing system, using vehicles that would be slightly
different from the existing trains.

City Council's economic development committee holds
a public hearing Tuesday at 1 p.m. at City Hall, and
expects city officials to present financing details. While
planners have kept a tight lid on those details, the plan is
expected to rely heavily on bonds that will be repaid
with tax income generated by new development along
the streetcar line.

Those light-rail vehicles would have lower floors to
accommodate street-level boarding, for instance.
Tom Sullivan, spokesman for the Public Transit
Accountability Project, said the proposed line is "pie in
the sky" and that north St. Louis first needs good buses
that run on time.

The streetcar plan aims to create an Over-the-Rhine
neighborhood where downtown workers can live without
owning cars, and where visitors can leave their cars in
outlying lots and ride streetcars to riverfront events.

-~hey act like reality is just something that doesn't seem
(ydrt of their thinking, he said.
fI

But Slay said mass transit projects like this one would

If the city's projections are correct, the line would also
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kick-start redevelopment worth almost $2 billion in
investments, rising property values and growth in
property tax collections.

"It's a great concept," he said, "but we are waiting until
we see the formal financial plan."

The program could return vacant buildings to use for as
many as 1,574 homes, and convert some of the 97 acres
of downtown parking lots to commercial space. "That is
a heck of a lot of parking space" for a city this size, said
city architect Michael Moore.

,.......,

Opposition to the 2002 light-rail plan was strong among
political conservatives. So far, that's not true for the
streetcar plan.
Paul Weyrich, head of the conservative think-tank Free
Congress Research and Education Foundation, argues
that streetcar and light rail systems reflect conservative
values.

In later phases, the streetcars could be extended to reach
the University of Cincinnati and nearby hospitals,
backers say.

More than 10 years ago, he and co-author William S.
Lind wrote, "The dominance of the automobile is not a
free-market outcome, but the result of massive
government intervention on behalf of the automobile.
That intervention came at the expense of privately
owned, privately funded, tax-paying public transit
systems."

The plan's model is Portland, Ore., where officials
report more than 7,200 new homes and 4.6 million
square feet of new commercial development along a 7.2mile-long streetcar line since it opened in 2001.
The push for streetcars comes five years after Hamilton
County voters emphatically'[ejected a $2.3 billion lightrail system.

Today, Weyrich said, transit systems support economic
growth, if properly planned and managed. "You have got
to go where people want to go," he said. "Some of these
systems don't go anywhere."

"We really tried to pick a lay-up here," said John
Schneider, head of the Alliance for Regional Transit.
"We were shooting outside the three-point circle in
2002."

Southwestern Ohio Regional Transit Authority board
member Stephan Louis, who lobbied against the 2002
light rail plan, said he has not taken any position on the
streetcars, which he considers unrelated to the existing
bus system.

First, streetcar supporters decided to focus on the citywhere voters favored the 2002 light rail proposal by 2to-I while it was defeated by a similar margin
countywide. Local support was key. The countywide
total vote in '02 was 2-to-l against light rail, but the
central city vote was 2-to-l in favor. Second, the plan
was kept simple and relatively inexpensive - "confining
it to flat land, no rivers, no bridges, no tunnels."

"We don't see ourselves competing or challenging or
going after the business that is proposed for this
economic development plan using the streetcar," he said.
Operating costs for streetcars are about the same as bus
lines, said Jim Graebner, chairman of the Streetcar and
Heritage Trolley Subcommittee of the American Public
Transit Association.

So far, the strategy seems to be working. Pro-streetcar
groups turned out in force for the two open houses where
details were on exhibit, and no organized opposition has
arisen.

However, he said, "That 'about' covers a lot of things."
Among them is maintenance, which is much lower for
electric cars compared to diesel buses, he said.

The smooth sailing for the plan, however, may be due in
part to the absence so far of a specific plan to cover the
$100 million cost.
The non-profit development group Cincinnati Center
City Development Corp. (3CDC) owns substantial real
estate around Washington Park, which would
presumably be more attractive to developers with
streetcars.

"Streetcars definitely have a longer life span," Graebner
said. "The typical streetcar is designed to last between
20 and 30 years. Buses have about a 12-year life." He
said cars built in the 1950s have been restored and are
running today. "They'll keep going as long as you keep
replacing parts."

Yet Darrick Dansby, who oversees Over-the-Rhine real
estate development for the 3CDC, said the group has
taken no position yet on the plan.

Along with moderate operating costs, streetcars have
other advantages, supporters say. For instance, their
tracks are relatively quick and easy to install, and the
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The project would cost $88 million in 2007 dollars, the
report concluded. In 2010, the price would jump to $102
million because of inflation, and have a projected $1.4
billion economic impact on the region, David Vozzolo,
an HDR vice president, said in May, when he made a
presentation to some council members.

city already owns the right-of-way on the streets where
they will run.
~
.panding the line uphill to the CorryvillelUniversity
Heights area could cost more because of the geography,
but how much is unclear.

Moore said construction would take 18 to 21 months,
with an anticipated opening in December 2010.

"The problem is now we don't have any really good ...
ridership data, engineering data, population data,
suggesting what route is best."

Dohoney's short speech received a rousing applause
from those packed into council's third floor City Hall
chambers for Tuesday afternoon's meeting.

Panel pushes streetcar project
By Joe Wessels
Post contributor

"Big cities have to be able to do big things
simultaneously. I have said that many times. This is no
different," Dohoney said. "We have to seize (the
opportunity) when the opportunity presents itself."

Cincinnati should spend $102 million to build a streetcar
line even though the city faces a $29 million deficit in
2008, officials urged Tuesday.

The committee voted 5-0 in support of a resolution that
expresses council's "desire" that the city's administration
devote further time and resources to developing the
streetcar project.

City Manager Milton DohoiTey and City Architect
Michael Moore pitched the project to City Council's
Economic Development Committee, saying the
investment would pay dividends in years to come as a
result of increased economic development from new
businesses and residents along the rail line's route.
~at

?

Councilman Chris Bortz said he is puzzled by, what he
said, is a belief that the city cannot do big projects like
the streetcar successfully." The notion that Cincinnati
can't walk and chew gum at the same time is a popular
one," he said. "This is a project where we can control our
own destiny. I don't think we can afford not to do this."

development would, in turn, boost much-needed

~ revenues for the city, which faces the largest budget
deficit in at least 25 years and likely ever.

Councilwoman Roxanne Qualls said she had some
hesitation voting for the motion, citing a concern that
money spent on a downtown streetcar line might come at
the expense of helping other neighborhoods in the city.

As for those who want to wait or not build the line at all,
Dohoney warned they might actually be stalling the
city's development.
"I would submit that doing nothing would mean going
backwards," Dohoney said. "The let's-wait-until-later is
another way of killing this project."

"We should not be delusional ... or disingenuous when it
comes to the public," she said. "What will making this
choice have on other projects?" Qualls said her concerns
don't mean she won't vote for the project later.

The study of streetcar lines similar to the one proposed
for Cincinnati supports the idea that such a project will
generate tax revenue. Portland, Ore., for example, has
seen a $2.8 billion impact since its streetcar system
began operating in 2001. Tampa has seen a $1.1 billion
impact as a result of its streetcar line since 2003 and
Kenosha, Wis., has had a $175 million impact since
2000, according to a study earlier this year by Omahabased HDR and New York City-based Parsons
Brinckerhoff, both engineering :firms with offices in
Cincinnati. The city paid $160,000 for the study.

Dohoney said in the future he would layout more
specifically exactly where the city's contribution to the
project would come from.
After a slight change in the wording to the original
resolution, Qualls voted for it.
It is estimated that streetcars would cost $2 million to
$2.8 million annually to operate but fares - proposed at
50 cents - would help offset some of that, Moore said.

The streetcar line envisioned for Cincinnati would have
3.9 miles of track, 18 stops, six cars and a maintenance
ility and would connect the proposed riverfront Banks
"project with the historic Findlay Market in Over-theRhine.

City officials plan to use a combination of funding
mechanisms and sources to pay for the system, including
$25 million in tax increment financing, or TIP - a
financial tool that earmarks future increases in tax
revenues arising from an improvement project to pay for
the project that will create those gains.
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Earlier this year, Amtrak ridership statistics showed a
nearly 18 percent increase in passengers using the
Lancaster station since additional trains were added to
the Keystone line last October.

The remaining funds would come from $25 million in
city capital expenditures, $11 million in proceeds from
the sale of the city-owned Blue Ash Airport, $20 million
in public/private partnerships, $11 million in private
contributions and a $10 million state capital grant,
officials said.

Last year, more than 368,000 passengers arrived at or
departed from the Lancaster station.

Station work on fast track

It was the second-busiest stop on the Keystone line,
behind Philadelphia but ahead of Harrisburg.

City Amtrak site upgrades to be done by 2010
By P.J. REILLY, Staff
Intelligencer Journal

Dave Royer, the county planning commission's chief
transportation planner, said the renovation work at the
station is expected to begin next summer. Once it starts,
work will take about two years.

Published: Oct 18, 2007 2:53 AM EST

LANCASTER COUNTY, Pa. - Efforts to boost train
ridership through Lancaster have succeeded, but longsought work to modernize the train station has lagged.
County planners hope that situation is about to change.

Downtown would be ruined by light
rail, consultants say
Jane Larson

Efforts to renovate Lancaster city's Amtrak station have
been moving at a snail's pac! over the past decade.

The Arizona Republic
Oct. 18,2007 12:00 AM

But county planners believe the end of the prework
preparation is in sight.

SCOTTSDALE - The city should drop the idea of
running light rail through downtown on Scottsdale Road,
say consultants developing the city's 20-year transporttation plan.

Construction is expected to begin next summer, with
passengers entering new facilities at the North Duke
Street station in 2010.
Wednesday, the county planning commission won
approval from the county commissioners to allow
Lancaster County Transportation Authority to spend
$88,695 for preconstruction work on the project. The
authority is overseeing this phase of the project.

A controversial and unpopular notion with residents and
officials who say light rail would ruin Scottsdale's
downtown, the recommendation to spare that section of
roadway came from consulting firm HDR Engineering
Inc. in a feasibility study on high-capacity transit
released this week.

The money, which will come from the county's general
fund, is earmarked for a consultant who will review all
of the engineering and architectural plans for the project
to make sure everything meets state, federal and Amtrak
guidelines before bids are solicited at the end of this year
to do the physical work.

The consultants said putting light rail through downtown
on Scottsdale Road would cause unacceptable lane
reductions and unacceptable impacts on rights of way.
They also called the system's scale inappropriate for
downtown.
They did recommend further study of an option that
would run light rail on downtown's east side along
Drinkwater Boulevard.

"This is a very complicated project, with all the entities
involved," said James Cowhey, executive director of the
planning commission. "We want to make sure the plans
and documents are accurate now, rather than find out
down the road that there's a problem."

The study, part of the city's upcoming Transportation
Master Plan, will be presented to the Transportation
Commission at its meeting tonight and to the City
Council at its work-study session Tuesday.

Proposed renovations to the 80-year-old city Amtrak
station include shops, restaurants, new Amtrak offices,
expanded parking, a separate waiting area for bus
passengers, upgrades to the heating and air conditioning
systems and realignment of the station driveway to meet
North Duke Street.

The report calls for further study of options for highcapacity transit along Scottsdale Road, one of the
Valley's main corridors for business, entertainment and
residential uses.

Those renovations have long been sought by local and
state officials.

The options are:
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He said the FTA initially refused Metro's request that it
consider that some people who will ride rail would not
get on a bus - so-called rail bias. The FTA also agreed
to evaluate the new lines as part of a coordinated transit
system rather than individually, he said.

• Light rail between McKellips and McDowell roads.
~'ght

rail between McKellips and Chaparral roads.

• Modern streetcar between McKellips and Chaparral
roads.

Doing so will boost the four lines' benefit-to-cost
numbers and, Metro officials hope, make the expansion
more appealing to the FT A. That is important because
Metro is counting on the FTA to provide half the cost.
Metro's last cost estimate for the five lines was $1.3
billion in 2005.

e Bus rapid transit between McKellips and Chaparral
roads.

The study also recommended dropping the idea of
putting bus rapid transit in the curb lane along Scottsdale
Road.

None of the funding is guaranteed. Metro still needs to

Oct. 19, 2007, 3:24Pr.1

complete a Final Environmental Impact Statement for
the University line and amend its funding applications
for the others to specify light rail.

Metro panel votes for light rail on all
five planned lines
By RAD SALLEE

Copyright

••

Could be complete in 2012

2007 Houston Chronicle

The study also recommend The Metropolitan Transit
Authority board voted Thursday to use light rail on all
five of its next rapid transit lines as required in a 2003
referendum, avoiding the less costly, and less popular,
bus rapid transit.

Wilson said some of the work can begin before a reply is
received, since site preparations for rail and BRT are
similar, and the Westpark segment of the University line
is not in dispute.

---

He said the five new lines would increase the number of
rail cars needed to about 100 from the present 18.

The board also approved a route on Richmond and
Wheeler for the controversial University line, which will
provide a 10-mile east-west complement to the existing
7.5-mile Main Street line.

Metro officials hope to have all five of the planned light
rail lines completed in late 2012.

In 2005, residents and elected officials along the planned
North, East End, Southeast and Uptown routes were
dismayed to learn that Metro analysis showed the cost
would be too high and ridership too low to justify federal
funding for rail.

The University route approved by the board was a lastminute hybrid.
West of Main it will go, as expected, on Richmond,
Cummins and Westpark. For the leg east of Main, Metro
staff and consultants had recommended taking the line
on Wheeler and Ennis to Alabama and ending it at Scott,
beside the University of Houston.

Instead, Metro said that BRT - buses that look like
trains, running in a guideway - would be used initially
on these four lines. Rails would be buried under the
concrete for future conversion when riders increased
enough to justify the added expense, they said.

That was a disappointment to several speakers who
urged the board to adopt a route continuing north on
Ennis to Elgin, then across the Gulf Freeway to the
Eastwood Transit Center.

But Metro president and CEO Frank Wilson said
Thursday that it would cost less to build rail from the
start than build BRT and convert it to rail later.

Going to the transit center, they said, would allow easy
access to the rail for Park & Ride passengers from the
Clear Lake area and bus riders from the East End.

Light rail is possible now, Wilson said, because of a
~rge
in the way the Federal Transit Administration
1,~"; agreed to grade Metro's application for 50 percent
federal funding.

Board chairman David Wolff said Metro wanted to do
that but does not have enough money. Continuing the
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line to the Eastwood Transit Center would add $60
million to the price, he said.

lifespan.
Featuring state-of-the-art automatic train control, the
new signal system will enable PATH to run trains closer
together, reducing headways and increasing frequency,
officials said. It'll also feature continuous over-speed
protection.

The board also decided not to end the line at Scott and
UR. Instead, it will piggyback on the planned Southeast
line to Elgin and turn east to the transit center.
Building all the lines as light rail, Wolfe said, will allow
Metro routes to overlap in other segments. For example,
he said, riders on the west end of the University line will
be able to go directly to the Galleria because some of the
trains will run on the Uptown line tracks on Post Oak.

Installation of the new system - the contract for which
has yet to be awarded - is scheduled to begin next year,
with completion by 2014.
PATH's board previously approved $809 million to
replace the authority's entire 340-car fleet by 2011.

The proposed routes on Richmond and Wheeler drew
mixed comments from more than 40 speakers.

"We are transforming the PATH system from the oldest
rail system in the country into the newest," said Port
Authority Chairman AnthonyCoscia.

Afton Oaks resident Chris Seger told the board: "By
choosing Richmond, you have thumbed your nose at the
democratic process and the will of the voters."

••

Posted: Thursday,

Several other speakers blasted Metro for deciding to use
Wheeler, a broad residential street in the Third Ward.

18 October 2007 6:04AM

Navy Yard Planners Consider
Routes to Transport Workers

Wolff said Metro will avoid taking homes on Wheeler
by reducing the four traffic lanes to two wider lanes and
will allow street parking. Metro also will move a
planned station from the middle of a residential block to
a commercial area east of Dowling, he said.

by KYW's Ed Kasuba
With the growth of new businesses at the Navy Yard in
South Philadelphia, planners are looking at ways to get
workers to that area, especially those who live in South
Jersey.

To preserve live oaks on Richmond, Wolff said, Metro
has hired an arborist to supervise the movement of trees
from the median to the sides. The street will have more
trees after the construction than before, he said.

It may be pie in the sky but there has been some talk
about a tunnel under the Delaware to extend PA TCO
service to the Navy Yard. Port Authority
Commissioner, John Estey, says there is no formal
proposal for the project however, he does admit it is on
the drawing board:

rad.sallee@chron.com

PATH to invest $500 million in train
control technology

"Anytime somebody is talking about infrastructure
development for work on both sides of the river
obviously it might make some sense for people who
understand the vision on both sides to sit in a room and
have a conversation on trying to get those things done."

As part of a $1.3 billion systemwide upgrade program,
the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey
yesterday unveiled a six-year, $500 million plan to
overhaul the Port Authority Trans Hudson (PATH)
signal system - a project that could boost system
capacity by 20 percent, the authority said in a prepared
statement.

And, remember the National Park Ferry. Well, there is
also talk about re-instituting Ferry Service between
Gloucester County and the Navy Yard.

The technology PATH currently uses - a 38-year-old
fixed-block system that dates to the early 20th century
-limits
the authority's ability to "adapt to increased
capacity and service demands," officials said, adding
that many components either no longer are produced or
supported, or have exceeded their expected useful
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